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ASK THE EXPERT
Dear John. Oh Sheet! All about trimming in heavy air and adjusting the mainsail.
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CAT TALES
The Sailing Smiths. Two Wicks team up to burn the Hobie 16 racing candie at both ends.
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HOBIE RACING
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RACER'S EDGE
The Dreaded Protest. Follow this step-by-step approach to keeping your head above
water in a trial by fire of your peers.
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14 THE NEW McCALLS
From the southern California surf to fly-fishing in Idaho, the fun-filled Alter
era keeps sailing along.
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The Olympic spirit knows no limits, and neither do these very special Hobie athletes.
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MURRYSILL

22

SHOWDOWN
The big guns were In San Diego last summer for the 1994 Hobie 16 Trapseat World
Championship.

24 MIRACLE WORKER
Enrique Figueroa starts a new winning streak at the 1994 Hoble 20 National at
St. Joseph, Michigan.
Although HOTLINE photos mayshow models or sailors not wearing a personal Ilotation device,
thismagazineandHobieCalCompanyin nowaycondoneorrecommend sallingwi:houtlifevests
either on or in easy reach ofevery sailor, nomatter whalthe level ofexperience.
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We'le dreaming of a white Christmas and a hull-flying new year.
Hobie 20 photography by Murry Sill.
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We all have our limits. Each of us can only run so fast and jump so high.
Achievement is based on stretching our potential to that upper limit, doing all we
possibly can do.
Just do your best, we tell our children and say to ourselves. But what do we tell
people with mental retardation; what messages do we send? What do we expect
from them? Sadly, often very little. And usually that's what we get.
No matter what their I.Q., all folks tend to live up to expectations. Or down to
them.
Although not intentional and far better than the racist and insensitive old
terminology, the description of one problem, Down's Syndrome, still conjures up
the notion of less - down, not up. Yet the child I know with that condition is the
joy of her parents' life. The mom, a former Hobie Cat employee, and her husband
had been unable to conceive for a long time. Perhaps that circumstance helped
her to be blessed with the patience needed to take care of a child with special
needs, and to reap the rewards in her child's boundless love.
As Forrest Gump's mother remarked in that incredible movie that showed
"Simple is as simple does," "Life is like a box of chocolates. You never knowwhat
you're going to get until you open it."
Hoble Catsailing opened upasweetnewworldforthe Special Athletes profiled
in the article, "Olympians," featured in this issue. Working with the astounding,
mentally retarded adults, all newcomers to sailing, Mandy Bolles, a six-year
volunteer with the Connecticut Special Olympics, demanded an opportunity for
these Hobie Catters to strut their stuff. "These are people who should not be
tucked away at home," she chastised. "Give them a chance, and time and time
again, they will show you what they can do."
I haveseenandheard examplesinother facets of lifethatsupportthosedeeply
feltwords. Growing up, I well remember my cousin who was "different." ( Rememberwhen thatword was offered inahushedexplanation?)Her parents atonepoint
placed her in an institution, but they couldn't give her up to that life, and so they
brought her back into the family circle. Although she has the mental abilities of a
six-year-old, my cousin is today a happy and productive member of society. Her
parents don't regret their decision in the least.
I know of companies locally who hire handicapped crews to perform laborintensive work. The employers report a high level of satisfaction with the workers'
job commitment and task-performing abilities. The employees are ecstatic about
having a job and "taking care of business, and myself," as one employee related.
When I discussed the subject matter of this Hobietorial with one of my
colleagues, shetold meaboutwatchingasong-and-danceproductionof mentally
retarded people. "They were sensational! And they loved the applause and iust
beamed with excitement the whole time they were on stage."
Which brings us backtothe Hobie Cat stage down atthe beach. Everyone has
their place in life, and that place might just be on a Hobie Cat.
Special Athlete Jennifer Hotchkiss explains the motivation with clarity and
simplicity. "People with mental retardation enjoy sailing."
So do you and 1, so I guess we all have a lot in common. As I've noted before,
there's room on board a Hobie Cat for everyone.
Sailing promises to be a big part of the Special Olympics from now on. If you're
interested in becoming a volunteer, I suggest you call "Olympian" author Joe
Manganello at (203) 421-3614 or Special Olympic Sailing Director Tom Barkely
at (410) 996-6252.
Hobie Cat sailing, by its very origin and nature, is an inclusive sport. Now, we
have a chance to make it a real fun-for-all for all.
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Beach or Trailer

042
Mast Up or Down

042
Highway Speeds

Road Hazards Protection - Easy Installation

042
No Lifting

Also available: Top Gun one-piece storage cover for beach or
trailer storage, mast up or down.
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ECONOMY UNIVERSAL 1-PIECE STORAGE COVER
Beach or Trailer

042
Mast Up or Down

Easy Installation

042
No Lifting
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RACINGRECUTS-036
Class Legal andHobie

sed by many ofthe

Hot. U

top sailors.
P.S. We cutyour •

competition!
Mainsail Racing Recut with
Tellon Boltrope....... $150
Pie Shape Tell-Tale
Window.....................$20
1 Vision Windows
1 j
Mainsail...................$30
Jib...........................$25
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EUIOTT/PAmSON SAILMAKERS
870 Production Place
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(714) 645-6697
FAX: (714) 642-5415
All sh• PrI• nts via U.P.S. freight collect C.O.D.
.P•
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Turn your old beach cat
into a great, smooth-riding
•

powerboat.
Fiberglass Wild Thang unit
snaps on.
042Snap it off & you have your
sailboat back.
042Launch from beach with
cat-tracks.
042Water-ski, fish, camp .....
P.O. Box 2060
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COMIN' HOME TO HOBIE
Can you please send me information
on how I can subscribe to the Hobie
HOTLINE? I'd like to start sailing Hobie
Cats again. Growing up in Redondo
Beach, we had accessto a lotof boats. My
folks had a 42-foot ketch, and almost all of
my friends' folks had boats; both sail and
power, short and long.
Although I never owned a Cat, I first
sailed a Hobie 14 inthe late'6Os and itwas
a lot of fun. After college, I had to think
about making a living and I kinda drifted
away from sailing. Now I've got a little
moretimeonmyhandsandl'vebeenable
to afford to move out of the Los Angeles
area.
I live in Atascadero, California, about
20 miles north of San Luis Obispo. 1 see a
lot of Hobie Cats around, parked in driveways and yards. And I see used Hobies
for sale every now and then, but I can't
find a dealer up here.
I'd like to find the closest club or fleet
because I've been thinking it might be
wise to buy a used Hobie Cat, sail it for six
months or a year to see if I really like it,
then go out and buy a new boat. Maybe
then I'll be able to decide which model I
really want.
I'd like to know what to look for when
buying a used boat. If there were a local
group of Hobie sailors I could talk to,
perhaps theycouldanswermyquestions.
My ultimate goal is to race. I raced dirt
bikes for 20 years and had to give it up
because I'm getting older now; although
the pain isn't greater, it seems to last
longer.
Falling off a Hobie Cat doesn't look too
painful. I'm still surfing and want to get a
Hobie Cat as soon as possible, so any
input you might have would be appreciated.
It just occurred to me that a used boat
from an honest dealer would be the best
bet. He'd not want to rip me off because
I'd complain to you and he'd want to sell
boats to me later.
Tell Hobie Alterthat I surfed his boards
a long time ago, along with Bing and
Dewey Weber. In a garage in Culver City
sit several boards- Bing, Dewey, Hobie.

FAX 305-453-0255
Dealer Inquiries Invited)
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Byall means, join a Hobie FIeet. There's
nobetterintroductiontothe"HobieWayof
Life." The closest fleet to you is Fleet 259
in San Luis Obispo, California.
You're right purchasing aboat, whether
new or used, from a Hobie dealer is your
best bet. Your closest dealer is Sailboats
of Bakersfield at (805) 322-9178.
We wish you many happy years of
Hobie sailing. It's great having you along
for the ride.
ARE WE GETTING TOO
PERSONAL... OR NOT
ENOUGH?
Thanks for running my letter requesting a "Hobie Mermaid Pen Pal" inthe July/
August 1994 HOTLINE. I received a letter
from Fleet 5's Jacquie Albina, who suggested I reword the ad to obtain a better
response. What do you think?
A personal column for happy Catters
might be a good idea to attract HOTLINE
readers.
Thought you'd enjoy the bit of creative
writing enclosed. You have approval to
print it, thanks to Jacquie.
Jamie Durward
Gisborne, NZ

DEAR JAMIE,
Mermaid????? Don't you know that us
lady Hobie Caters require much more
enticementthan "Mermaid" - after all, we
are too busy at the helm of our sleek, hull
fly'n Hobiemobiles to notice much else.
So I thought I'd help you out ... rewrite
your ad to generate greater "mermaid"
response:

CATCH OF THE DAY ... Handsome
Hobie Sailor in search of pretty, bubbly,
streamlined angelfish. Values brain coral
over mussels, can carry a tuna, not shellfish. If you're in search of a hull fly'n fish,
drop me a line. I'm waiting with baited
breath. I'm doing this for the halibut; no
hagfish, dogfish, crabs or snappers,
PLEASE!

Bill Welch
Atascadero, CA

Jacquie Albina
Oldsmar, FL

Welcome aboard, Bill! Subscribing to
HOTLINE is easy. Just fill outthe postagepaid envelope found in every issue of the
magazine, or call us here at (619) 7589100, ext. 600.

Send your letter, with your name, address and daytime phone number to:
Letters, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051 or fax to (619)7581841. Letters may be edited for space or
clarity requirements. A-.

Key Largo, FL 33037

305-451-3287

/
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ATTENTION SUPERSTITIOUS

KIDS FLY HIGH

RACERS ... (And Don't Try To

Newspapersarefullofstoriesaboutkids
getting high on drugs. This story is about
kids getting high on life by getting high on a
Hobie hull.
Charlotte-based Division 9 held a
"Flight School" Hobie clinic for kids ages
10-15 last July. The objective, said commodore Rick Flack, was "to excite, involve
and educate young skippers in the wild
ways of flying a Hobie hull." Most of the
kids hailed from monohull sailing families.
Theclinicwasasplashing success, so
much so that parents are now begging for
a "Master's Flight School" adult Hoble
clinic ( perhaps so they can catch up with
their children). Organizers were ecstatic
with the results, saying the growth curve
of the young skippers was amazing.
According to the report, "The day
beganasagroundschool,with USSailing
Level 2 instructor, Chad Stewart, showing
the basics. The kids enjoyed - however
awkwardly - getting out in the trap and
swinging in to the tramp. After a demonstration of righting procedure, they all hit
the water to try their hands at the tiller."
That's when things really became
interesting, as narrated in the report. The
kids set out on Hobie 14s and 16s as the
whitecaps began forming in Charleston
Harbor. Although every boat had
pitchpoled byday'send, thesailorsgained
confidence, control and speed. When it
was time to head back in, not one young
sailor went quietly.
"We can rest later! We want to sail!"
shouted Will Hanckel, 10, who has sailed
his dad's monohulls, and Robert Shapiro,
10, an Optimist skipper. Now they and all
the otherkids justwant tosail a Hobie Cat!

Pretend You're Not!)
Cats and superstition seem to go
together liketwo hulls of a Hobie. Wewant
to know what ritual you follow before or
during a race to make sure you do your
very best.
Do you always wear the same
underwear? Or no underwear? Do you eat
a certain pre-race meal the evening
before a big regatta? Always step on the
boat with your left foot first?
We want to compile an article
highlighting the thingssailorsdo for good
luck. Even the - shall we say - offbeat
things; especially, the offbeat things!
Please send us a short synopsis of
your favorite sailing superstition,
enclosing a photo as well, if it relates.
Make sure you provide your address and
phone number, too, so we can contact
you if necessary.
Come on, admit it-everyone is at least
a wee bit superstitious. (A Hobie Cat
employee confessed he performed a
successful exorcism on his boat to get rid
of past mishaps and losses.) Share your
good luck charm with your fellow sailors.
Send your synopsis to: Cat Charms,
HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA
92051. Don't walk under any ladders on
your way to the mailbox!

2Os CONQUER BRITAIN
The first American settlers journeyed
from England on the Mayflower. but now
the United States is making its mark on the
British racing scene with the made-inAmerica Miracle 20. In competition the
Miracle 20 is a bit friendlier than the 1776
Revolution and is coming out on top.
Accordingto Graham and GIenys Sawyer writing in Essex's The Daily News,
"Two Miracle 20s made an impressive
debut in England (recently) when they
competed in the well established East
Coast Piers Race at Marconi Sailing Club
in Essex and came in first and second
place." The Dutch Nacra team came in
third, butlastyear'swinner, John deVries,
who switched from his Tornado to a White
Formula Hurricane, "didn't fare as well."
Yo, John - next time try flying a Miracle
20!
The report says the Miracle 20s won in
"strong wind conditions and rough seas."
How rough? "Many sailors were seen
practicingtheirswimmingtechniquesand
numerous boats retired with torn sails and
broken rigs."
8/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994

SCHOOL'S OUT - RACING'S IN
The clinic's success spilled over to
the Charleston area Hobcaw Yacht Club
Regatta the following month. The open
race attracted 70 boats; almost onequarter of them Hobies, including four
Miracle 20s. Rick FIack was the Hobie 16
winner. He said thetwo-day Flight School
definitely triggered higher participation
in the regatta.
"We had no idea this (the Hobie clinic )
would be so successful," related Flack.
"The fun of a Hobie Cat is contagious!"
Organizer Rob Stewart agreed,
declaring, 'We had a ball!" He believes
the combination of a skilled instructor
and eager sailors did the trick. "We think
this is something every division can benefit from and certainly Hobie Cat in
general." Amen.
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SCOTT FORESMAN
What's got into the little shaver now?
It'sgettingtothepointthatpeoplecome
to a Hobie Cat regatta just to find out
what Mark Santorelli's done to his hair
this time around. (Ahh, what tales his
ponytail could tell, except it's now attached to his hat instead of his head.)
Perhaps this latest "do" ( pictured
here ) helped crew Mark and skipper
Wally Myers go head-to-head against
over 100men'stearns competing inthe
recent Hobie 16 World in La Rochelle,
France. They came in fifth.
When asked what new scalp job
may be on the horizon, Markagain took
the fifth.
Sendyourphotos and explanations
to:SpotShots, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA92051.Don'tforgetnow
- we're saving this spot for your shot!

NAME GAME CORNER
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My boat's name is Michael's
Miracle. The reason: it's a miracle I got
a job here in California after serving in
operation Desert Storm. The crew is
Deanna Cary with her two daughters,
Whitney and Emily.
Michael Valenta (Team Texas )
Pittsburg, CA
Keep those names and photos coming
to: Name Game, HOTLINE, P.O. Box
1008, Oceanside, CA 92051. A_
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SAIL REPAIR
7
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1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUR
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTROPE
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Deap John
BY JOHN HACKNEY

BLAST OFF
I have read a lot about mainsail
trim upwind in heavy air. Some say
it is best to leave the main blocks
sheeted in verytightly, traveled out,
and feather the boat in puffs. Others say you should play the sheet in
puffs. What is your opinion?
Also, I know that if you sheet in
the jib too tightly upwind, you will
cutoffthe slot, but ifyou let itouttoo
much, you won't get a good flow.
How do you know when you've got
it right?
Sailing in heavy air can be a blast,
creating that natural adrenaline high that
keeps Hobie sailors coming back for
more. Unfortunately, the same heavy-air
sailing can create overwhelming fear,
causing a new boat owner or crew never
to venture outon that suicide boat again!
Whatever your perspective, sailing in
heavy air can be physically demanding.
Special sailing skills and tuning techniques are required to make sure your
Hobie performs to its potential without
causing undue worries. Sailing enjoyment can be defined a lot of different
ways, butkeeping that Hobie in control is
always a good start for having a great
time.
Heavy air does not refer to a specific
wind velocity or range, but rather the point
at which you feel the boat is sailing you,
ratherthan you sailing the boat. The goal is
to increase your control threshold as far as
possible, soyoucanenjoysailingathigher
and higher wind velocities.
Generally speaking, most sailors believe crew weight allows you to sail in
heavierairwhilemaintaining control.This
concept is false. If you sail light and
follow this train of thought, you will be
relegated to staying on the beach when
the wind blows, as you will never be
mentally prepared to control your boat.
What's this, the art of Zen sailing?
Some of the best heavy-air skippers
sail at minimum crew weight. Mental and
physical preparation, experience (tiller
time), perspective and boattuning play a
big part in heavy-air control.
The best advice is to enjoy your sailing, and go out only in conditions in
which you and your crew feel comfortable. Asyourskillsgetbetter, yourthreshold will get higher.

10/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
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TRAVELER OUT OR IN?
Which is better for upwind heavy-air
sailing, traveling out with the mainsheet
tightorsheetingoutwiththetravelerin?My
preference is for traveler out, sheet in.
Explanationswillchangewithvarious Hobie
Cats and sail materials, but basicallykeeping the sail sheeted in tightly will maintain
a flat sail that will increase your pointing
ability and depower the sail.
Pay attention here, the boat (for practical purposes) has a finite speed upwind.
No matter how fast the wind blows, the
boat will only go so fast. So if you rememberyourtrigonometryandvectorstuff, you
will know that as wind velocity increases
and your boat cannot go any faster, either
the boat must be pointed higher, which
has its limits, orthetraveler must be eased
out to keep the sail's relative angle to the
apparent wind correct.
If you move the traveler out and keep
the sail sheeted in and flat, you can point
just as high but really be footing off; great
concept, foot off to point higher. Where
have we heard that before?
The setup for heavy-air upwind sailing
is keeping the sail flat. The battens must be
relatively loose, the downhaul and outhaul
tight, lots of mast rake, and bend the mast.
On the Hobie 21, mast bend can be
induced with tight diamond wires. You
should under-rotate the mast. All other
Hobies havethe mastover-rotated and the
diamond wires loosened considerably, but
nottoomuchorthemastmaybreak. Check
the diamond wires on the local expert's
boat to get in the ballpark on the tension.
A Hobie 16's mast is over-rotated permanentlyandmain-sheetedblocktoblock,
which really flattens the sail. Especially on
the Hobie 16, in heavy air the more you
foot, the higher you go; well, there are
limits.
A quick point on jib setup. If you can
adjust the luff tension on your boat, keep it
tight in heavy air. Jib sheet leads should be
moved aft and or out, depending on the
adjustments of your particular boat.
Movingthejibleadsoutandbackopens
the slot up high, decreases jib power and
reduces heeling of the boat. This arrangement forces the jib flat on the bottom and
depowers the top; just what the sailmaker
ordered.

MAINSAIL MANM
I've been sailing my Hobie 14 for
about five years. (Boy, that time
really flew!) I sailed a monohull 20
years ago, and had forgotten how
much fun sailing is. I'm sure someone has already said, "Two hulls
are better than one."

Back to the point ... I've learned
most of my sail trimming from trial
and error, a few monohull books,
and, most recently, from reading
HOTLINE. There are two adjustments (at least) that I've found little
or no information about, especially
for a Hobie: traveler and batten
adjustment.
I would appreciate a couple tips
about how to coordinate traveler
and mainsheet adjustments for the
best trim. I also would like to know
thebasicsofbattenadjustment(like
when to tighten or loosen). Thanks
for your help.
Let's talk mainsails. Forget aboutwhich
Hobie you own, sail construction, sail material, how much the wind is blowing, or
what color is fastest. We need some plain
talk about what mainsail adjustments do.
Yes, boat-specific variables do make a
difference in any mainsail discussion, but
we have to start somewhere. Seek out
differing opinions; the more, the merrier.
All Hobies have a few mainsail adjustments in common. Some are running adjustments, easily done while sailing on
some boats and not on others, but they all
do pretty much the same thing. This particular question requests information on
battens and traveler adjustment, but let's
add outhaul, downhaul and mainsheet to
the discussion.
BATTEN ADJUSTMENTS
Some sailors believe that if battens are
not falling out, the crew should leave them
alone. Obviously, this isasimplisticadjustment method used by a lot of sailors.
Probably, the original function of the
battens was to support the extra sail area
atthe trailing edge of the sail known asthe
roach. If you ever noticed, the sail does not
form a straight line from the top of your sail
to the end of the boom. A lot of extra
material beyond a straight line flaps in the
breeze if leftunsupported; thus, thebatten.
The batten also helps shape the sail.
Opinions vary on how much battens affect
sail shape, but all seem to agree that
battens do have an effect to some degree.
The shape the sailmaker puts in the sail
is there, but the sail can be coaxed into
slightly different shapes by batten tension
and flexibility. Sanding the battens at strategiclocationschangestheirflexibilityand
also affects where the maximum bend
occurs.
Lay a batten on the floor and flex it
upward offthe floor. Findthe locationwhere
the batten is highest off the floor, and you
have discovered the point of maximum
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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NEVADA
WASHINGTON
PENNSYLVANIA
KANSAS
W.I.T.W. Boat Works
Sports Chalet
Sports & Sail
Action Marine Inc.
Boulder
City
(702)3764485
Allentown
(215)395-0606
Kennewick
(509)586-0833
Andover
016)733-0589
Wind
&
Water
Boat
Works
Hohie Cats NW
C & H Sallcraft
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Butler
1-800-289-8097
Kirkland
(206)827-8080
ARIZONA
Chanute
(316)431-6056
(206)822-1947
North Country 4x4
Clews and Strawbridge
Sailboat Shop Inc.
Lancaster
(603)788-2595
KENTUCKY
Frazer
(215)644-3529
Sports
Creel
Tempe
(602)894-5494
Spokane
(509)924-2330
New Hampshire Hobie Cat
Wooden Wave Beach Shop
Ship's Store
PUERTO RICO
Seabrook
(603)474-3661
Gilbersville
(502)362-4271
Tucson
(602)795-4857
WISCONSIN
Beach Cats
NEW JERSEY
LOUISIANA
Santurce
(809)727-0883
Spitzer, Inc.
CALIFORNIA
Middleton
(608)831-7744
Gear and Gadgets
The
Backpacker
Hum-Boats
RHODE
ISLAND
Aquarius Sail of Wisconsin
Bricktown
(908)477-7474
Baton Rouge (504)925-2667
Arcata
(707)443-3741
Pewaukee
(414)691-3794
South Shore Marina
Megrews Boats
Sea Chest Inc.
Sailboats of Bakersfield
Hewitt
(201)728-1681
Charlestown (401)322-1150
New Orleans (504)288-8431
Bakersfield
(805)322-9178
INTERNATIONAL
Sunset
Sailboats
Seabird Sailing
SOUTH CAROLINA
Lake
Hopatcong
(201)663-1242
MAINE
Berkeley
(510)548-3730
AUSTRALIA
Timeout's Sailing Center
Dosirs Sport Center
Matson Marine,Inc.
Pine Knot Landing
N. Middletown (908)787-0508
Charleston
(803)577-5979
Buckspon
(207)469-6886
Hobie Cat Australia
Big Bear Lake (909)866-2628
1-800-768-7245
Bayview Marina
South Nowra 61.44.232.407
Sebago Hobie
GEORGIA
Sailing Center
Somers
Point
(609)926-1700
The
Sailing
&
Ski
Connection
North
Windham
(207)892-4009
Weathermark
Inc.
Friant
(209)822-2666
Myrtle Beach (803) 626-7245
CANADA
Buford
(404)945-0788
Small Craft Advisories
1-800-868-7245
NEW YORK
MASSACHUSETTS
Chinook Winds Watersports
Ocean Motion Surf Co.
Long Beach
(310)594-8749
Ohersheimer Sails
• nc.
Cape Water Sports
St. Simons Island (912)638-5225
Action Water Sports
TENNESSEE
Buflalo
(716)877-8221
Calgary, Alb (403)244-7666
Harwichport (508)432-7079
Marina Del Rey 1-800-394-4754
Bellpat
Marine
Rooke
Sails
National
Sailboat Hardware
HAWAH
Tech Line
(310)827-2233
Memphis
(901)744-8500
East Patchogue (516)286-8368
Kelowna, B.C. (604)764-8280
MICHIGAN
The Sall Shop
Valley Isles Marine
Boat Works
Southwest Sailboats
Woll's Marine, Inc.
Kahului
(808)871 4361
Redding
(916)221-7197
TEXAS
North Syracuse (315)458-8523
Morpath, Ont. (519)674-CATS
Benton Harbor (616)926-1068
fnland Sailing Co.
Windward Boats Inc.
Sailaway
Boat
&
Equipment
Sextant Marine, Inc.
Sailboat
Shop
Sail Place
Kailua
(808)261-2961
Sacramento
(916)454-3966
Sales
Austin
(512)454-7171
St. Luc. Que, (514)359-0859
Cedar
Springs
(616)696-0250
Fast Lane Sailing Center
Northpon
(516)262-8520
Houston
(713)645-5010
Fogh Marine Ltd.
Yachts, Ltd.
IDAHO
San Diego
(619)222-0766
San
Antonio
(210)657-2222
Electra
Sport
Toronto,
Ont. (416)251-0384
Mt. Clemens (810)463-1234
Boise Marine
O'Neill Beach
Mastercraft
of
Corpus
Christi
Schenectady
(518)382-8435
The
Dinghy Shop
Midwest Aquatics Group
Santa Cruz
(408)476-5200
Boise
(208)342-8985
Corpus
Christi
(512)992-4459
N. Vancouver, B.C.(604 )734-7245
Pinckney
(313)426-4155
Wind Toys
NORTH CAROLINA
Mariner Saits
Northern Sail Works
Abbotts' Trail & Sail
ILLINOIS
Santa Rosa
(707)542-7245
Dallas
(214)241-1498
Skyland
Sailcraft
Winnipeg, Man. (204)986-4824
Shelby
(616)8614992
Carlyle Sail and Surf
Sanford
Part
Sales
Arden
(704)684-2296
Sailsport Marine
COLORADO
Breese
(618)526-4770
Odessa
(915)363-0014
ISRAEL
Ships Store
Traverse City (616) 929-2330
Sailing World Inc.
Rocky Mountain Boatworks
Wilmington
(910)256-4445
Cataway Ltd.
Englewood
(303)790-8033
Fox Lake
(708)587-2916
UTAH
1-800-292-9283
Tel
Aviv
(972)3-605-2053
MINNESOTA
Hedlund Marine
Sidsports,
Inc.
CONNECTICUT
Hi Tempo Ski and Sail
Wilmette
(708)251-0515
OHIO
Salt
Lake
City
(801)486-9424
White Bear Lake (612)429-3333
MEXICO
Candlewood East Sailing Center
Strictly Sail, Inc.
INDIANA
Brookfield
(20)775-2253
Veleros S.A. De C.V.
VERMONT
Cincinnati
(513)984-1907
MONTANA
Mexico D.F. 011(525)540-3047
King Marine
The Boat Locker
Sailing, Inc.
Chiott Marine
011(525)520-9808
Quiet World Sailboats
Indianapolis
(317)872-7845
Westport
(203)259-7808
Cleveland
(216)361-7245
Burlington
(802)862-8383
Kalispell
(406)755-7245
Doyne's Marine Service
One
Design
Yachts
PHILIPPINES
DELAWARE
Pogage
(219)762-7622
VIRGINIA
Westerville
(614)882-5955
NEBRASKA
Scuba World, Inc.
Spirit Marine
Wawasee Boat Co., Inc.
Backyard
Boats
Makati
(632)882710
Super
Sport
Milford
(302)422-7835
Syracuse
(219)457-4404
OKLAHOMA
Alexandria
(703)548-1375
(632)882722
Kearney
(308)234-3314
Sailhoats, Inc.
Tulsa
Sailcraft
Trafton
Marine
Select Sail & Sports
FLORIDA
Westfield
(317)896-2686
Tulsa
(918)663-2881
Virginia Beach (804)460-2238
TAIWAN
Omaha
(402)339-4618
G.R. Sailboats
Fatel Enterprise Corp.
IOWA
Bonita Springs (813)9474889
Taipel
8332307
Performance Sail & Sport
Jim's Saiting Center
83 61 967
Cape Canaveral (407)868-0096
Des Moines
(515)255-4307
............................................
-.-----7
ALASKA
Salcha Marine
Satcha
(907)488-1604

Playground Salts
R. Walton Bch 1-800-824-2863
Pier 68
Jacksonville
(904)766-9925
Caribbean Watersports
Key Largo
(305)852-4707
Troplcal Sailboats
Key West
(306)294-2696
Nautical Ventures South
Miami
(305)255-3292
Pompano Beach (305)782-6171
Sailing Store
Orlando
(407)291-2345
Key Sailing
Pensacola Bch (904)932-5520
Tackle Shack
Pinellas Park (813)546-5080
The Cycle Shop
Tallahassee
(904)57&6326

STOCKING SPORT
CRUISER DEALERS
ARIZONA
Ship's Store
Tucson
(602)795-4857
CALIFORNIA
Sailboats of Bakersfield
Bakersfield
(805)322-9178
Inland Sailing Co.
Sacramento
(916)454-3966
FLORIDA
Caribbean Watersports
Key Largo
(305)852-4707
Nautical Ventures South
Miami
(305)255-3292
Key Sailing
Pensacola Bch (904)932-5520
ILLINOIS
Sailing World Inc.
Fox Lake
(708)587-2916
IOWA
Jim's Sailing Center
Des Moines
(515)255-4307
HOBIEHOTLINE

MICHIGAN
Yachts Ltd.
Mt. Clemens (810)463-1234
Midwest Aquatics Group
Pinckney
(313)426-4155
Sailsport Marine
Traverse City (616)929-2330
NEW YORK
Boat Works
North Syracuse (315)458-8523
NORTH CAROLINA
Ships Store
Wilmington
(919)256-4445
1-800292-9283
SOUTH CAROUNA
Timeout's Sailing Center
Charleston
(803)577-5979
1-800-768-7245

!

-TEXAS
Sailboat Shop
Austin
(512)454-7171
Houston
(713)645-5010
San Antonio
(512)657-2222
WASHINGTON
Hoble Cats NW
Kirkland
(206)827-8080
or
(206)822-1947
WISCONSIN
Cruising Cats
Winneconne (414)836-2635
CANADA
Fogh Marine, Ltd.
Toronto. Ontario (416)251-0384

Rental allepatops

Caribbean Watersports
c/o Sheraton Key Largo Resort
Mile Marker 97 Overseas Hwy.
P.O. Box 781
Key Largo, FL 33037
(305)852-4707
1-800-223-6728
(305)451-4095 FAX
Complete water sports center.
Parasail, Waverunners and the
full line of new Hobies to sail,
Hobie 14-21. Dive, tour and fish
at nearby Pennekamp State
and Everglades National Parks.

Hobie 16, Alpha 160 and 230.
Rentals, lessons and rides.
Key Sailing
500 Quietwater Beach Rd. #14
Pensacola Beach, FL 32561
(904)932-5520
Hobie, Hobie One, Alpha,
Waverunners, Jet Skis.
Instructions available.

West Maui Sailing
School
2805 Highway 30
c/o Maui Kaanapali Villas
Lahaina, Maui, HI 96761
(808)667-5545
NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
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The Sailing Smiths
There's No
Generation Gap
When Father And
Son Team Up On
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A Hobie Cat
PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE
SMITH FAMILY
I am pleased to share with you this
story of one of our key ongoing contributors to the magazine. Most of you know
Wick Smith as the genial and insightful
author of "Racer's Edge." Now, you can
get to know Wick as part of the delightful
father-and-son team making waves on
the Hobie 16 family racing circuit.
I feel fortunate to have connected with
Wick. Not only has he made a continuing
contribution to HOTLINE and the Class
Association, but he lives the lifestyle. As
you will see, at just seven years old, Bear
does, too.
Bonnie Hepburn
If itweren't foracampnearthe Pamlico
Sound in North Carolina, you wouldn't be
reading this story. That camp is where
Wick Smith discovered two loves of his life
- his wife, Jane, and Hobie Cat sailing.
Those discoveries resulted in the birth of
their son, Wick 111 ( Bear as he is known to
family and friends), and in Bear's entrance into the "Hobie Way of Life."
The story begins, appropriately, with
Wick's own father, whose name also is
( good guess!) Wick. It was Wick Senior's
original association with the people who
founded YMCA Camp Sea Gull that led to
WickJunior'sbeginningthereasacamper
in 1968, when he was 12.
By the way, the name of all three Wicks
is derived from the old English name,
Wickliffe (which may explain why Bear is
called Bear-it'seasiertospell, letalone
pronounce). For the remainder of this article, Wick will refer to the middle Wick;
Bear to his son.
LOVE BUG BITES WICK... TWICE
Camp Sea Gull's full-service sea program appealed greatly to preteen Wick.
Sailing and racing grabbed his attention
right from the start. He began on a oneperson sailboat called a Flipper, working
his way up through a number of other
boats while he evolved from camper to
12/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994
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Life's a beach for Wick and Jane, Bear and Cat.
counselor. When the camp purchased
some Hobie 14s in the early'7Os, that was
it for Wick.
"I got bit hard," he recalls. "Once I got
used to a 14, it was tough to go back to
anything else. I didn't want to go slow on
those other boats. I wanted to race on rny
Hobie 14. I never forgot what my initial
experience on a 14 was like."
Wick also was destined to remember
another experience - meeting a counselor named Jane who worked at Sea
Gull'sfemaleaffiliate, Camp Seafarer. Jane
also was a water athlete; her specialty
was swimming.
"We met when I was about 20. We
started dating when I was 21. We got
married in 1979 when I was 23."
After being away from camp and sailing for a few years, Wick yearned to get
back into the sport, and he wanted to
include his wife. "We weren't interested in
a one-person or a three-person boat. We
wantedatwo-personboat. MyearlyHobie
Cat experiences had stayed with me, so in
1981 we bought a new Hobie 16."
Wick remembers the time well. "It was
the heyday of the Hobie 16, and wegladly
jumped on the bandwagon." The Smiths
joined Fleet 97 in Raleigh where they then
lived, and started sailing and racing and
having a great time.
Recognizing that pairing up on a boat
can make or break some marriages, Wick

happily recounts, "We got to know each
other better than most couples do. You
have to work together as a team, and we
did."
Wick and Jane eagerly joined the regatta circuit, journeying south to Charleston and north to Virginia Beach. Theyalso
hit the beach in St. Pete for the 1983 Hobie
16 National, where they finished, recalls
Wick offhandedly, "around 66th or so."
Now living in Fayetteville, North Carolina (where Wick serves as operations
manager for a local Budweiser distributor
andJaneisajuniorhighscienceteacher).
Wick has made it to every single Hobie 16
National since that first one, a record of
which he is proud. "I like to be as near the
top as I can in every race, but the experienceofbeingthereiswhatl really like. I've
become addicted to it, in a positive way."
He notes that In addition to meeting racers from all over the country, he enjoys
exchanging ideas and getting to know
participants as sailors and friends.
A NEW SMITH COMES ON BOARD
The times started changing for the
Smiths in 1986, when Jane became pregnant. She sailed atthe National thatyear,
but when their son was born the following
March, a decision had to be made.
"The Hobie 17 had just been introduced, and Jane agreed to a new arrangement," Wick says, speaking of his
HOBIEHOTLINE
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Wick allowed and
encouraged Bear to
progress at a comfortF:... ''
>,4
I '
69···+.• - able pace, in accordance with his age and
desire. After a year, the
61
young sailor was tackling an entire race each
weekend. "I wasn't as
': 5, Ss· 2-·:. /¥·44 ·,1• 6 -=:'C=-==.
competitive in that one
race, butthat's not what
it was about. It wasn't
about trophies. Bear really wanted to be part of
itwithme. We had great
times," remembers
./
........ ,• ,/i..... *.4 .<.1. .
Wick fondly.
The fun increased, as
did Bear's enthusiasm
and attention span. "By
• »11. /. ..5 -Il
- the beginning ofthe '94
, 6,&)r-y hi
season, I thought about
..
. ·· • i·<-·T,
i,/,,
.
• ,9• • ..<
everything and made a
• B'· • 24-6• • 4
-»
decision," Wick relates.
In lieu of spending one
or two more seasons
alone on the 17, he
4 . -'*.. d......-, .
..
talked with his friend,
.• .
I
- t. 0
Bob
Poteat,
who
...... _- -' . -/--I -· · .il'
t
brought up his three
children on Hobie Cats.
I :.-Ille-.3."E,ill.--Il--I...I-6,6.Lr:*2):.3-16
The two eldest Poteat
--- .
I. ..... I -- -a.1£.- --- · ,' -/:'37.-I=-r '.·.IR».ff--*rm'rmpikids have moved on to
........· c.r'··f·.7-- :*:'3- -5 ··'""• ·*'7 036·'"• '"5'.'-:.fAr.'
'
.< I··· .I·, 042··
0 ·; : It--A I.-t#-, ' ''.·-···'. -0-·,·-·*• I ...·•·, different interests, but
11 Bob's 14-year-old son,
Pairing up on a Hobie Cat to share quality time.
Hubie, is going great
guns on his own 16.
wife with pride and love. They sold the 16
Wick opted to make the transition right
and Wick started racing on the 17 away. "1've seen kids change their focus
sailing solo, but definitely not alone.
in a typical progression through adoles"We'd just pack everybody up and get
cence, and I didn't want to miss the winin the van and go to the regattas," exdow of opportunity with Bear." The Smiths
plains Wick, who concedes that learning
bought a used Hoble 16, and Wick and
to sail the 17 has been a challenging
Bear set out on their mini-stampede.
process. "Although it's harder to tack and
How have they fared? Ask their comto feel the groove on, I have enjoyed the
petitors atlastspring's Myrtle Beach race,
intricacies of getting the boat to go fast.
in which they captured second; or at the
I'm still working on it," he chuckles.
ensuing Kerr Lake, North Carolina and
Bear's emergence into the sport ( and
Virginia Beach, Virginia regattas, in both
startling success at the ripe old age of
of which they emerged victorious. By the
seven!) is remindful of the heredity-vertime this story goes to print, the Smiths
sus-environmentconundrum. Is Hobie Cat
may hurriedly be adding more bookracing in Bear's blood, or did all those
shelves at home to display all of Bear's
early regattas with his folks leave their
new trophies.
indelible mark on his psyche? Whatever
the answer, there is no question Bear is
BEAR AND CAT LEAD THE PACK
making his mark, to the tune of two secNo doubt about it; the winning has
onds and a first in his initial three regattas!
been special. Bearhad remembered seeing Huble Poteat dunked in the pool to
BEAR TAKES OFF
celebrate his first win, and he couldn't
Bear, a good swimmer like his mom,
wait to be thrown in Kerr Lake after his
entered his first race with his dad three
triumph.
years ago, when he was four. "We put on
According to Jane, the view from the
our life jackets and I took him out in a
beach has been pretty spectacular, too.
regatta. He lasted half of one race - not
"In one race, I had a great close-up of
bad considering the attention span of a
Wick and Bear coming around C-mark. 1
typicalfour-year-old,"Wickstates. "1 didn't
watched them tack, and I was so proud I
want to scare Bear off or force him to
could hardly stand it. They nailed it!"
continue. Winning the race wasn't as imBear, of course, is pretty stoked as
portant as continuing the experience with
well, although at this point in his life he is
my son."
a man of few words. Perhaps he prefers to
4.
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let his sailing skills speak for him, which
they very eloquently do.
"My favorite thing is getting out on the
trapeze," says this seasoned sailor, who
matter-of-factly proclaims, "Of course we
always wear our life jackets. That's what
you're supposed to do!"
Lest anyone think Wick is doing all the
work and letting his son soak up the rays
and adulation, let it be known that Bear is
the crew and he performs a crew's work.
"He handles all the jib duties," stresses
Wick, who.adds that sometimes Bear
makes mistakes, but when he does, "I
don't fuss or yell at him."
On board, Wick uses the time and
teamworkto good advantage, letting Bear
know that there are a lot of good sailors
out on the course, and that doing their
best is all they can do. "Despite our best
efforts, sometimeswecome up abitshort,"
heteaches, "butyouhavetosmilethrough
the losses."
TEAMING UP IS THEIR WAY OF LIFE
Wick and Bear have enhanced their
already close relationship through racing
together. Honesty prevails.
"Once Bear asked me what we would
do if the boat flipped. I said we'll just turn
it over and get back on board and go
sailing some more. He accepted my answer, and we kept right on going."
Keeping right on going, and going
together, is the name of the game for
Wick. "Being on the boat with my son,
working in tandem with him and racing it's something I really can't describe,"
says Wick, who in fact describes it
succinctly.
"With him at his age and me at 38, it's
hard to find something we both truly enjoy," he notes with insight. "Hobie Cat
racing is better than other sports for us,
because instead of competing against
each other, we're always working together
as a team."
When you think of it, that's the point of
parent-child relationships; a point that
can get submerged among daily homework battles, telephone tantrums and all
the rest.
Most parents believe -and want their
children to believe - they are all on the
same side. Teaming up on a Hoble Cat
puts that belief into action.
In the future, Wick knows, Bear may
journey on to new interests and activities.
Right now, the youngster has no trouble
fitting sailing, soccer, swimming, basketball and baseball into his life.
Bear already is trying to talk his dad
into a Hobie 20, and dad is listening,
although he realizes the boat may be a
few years in the future for them. "The 20 is
crew-intensive," he explains.
For now, both Wick and Bear are
happy to be out on their Hobie 16 together. "Bear feels like he's part of the
team." declares Wick.
«And he is!" A:_
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FROM FLYING A HULL TO FLY FISHING. JEFF ALTER. HIS WIFE,
LAURIE AND THE 1 R SON CODY LIVE THE HOBIE WAY OF LIFE

FATHERREALLYDOESKNOWBEST... ESPECIALLY WHEN IT
COMES TO HAVING A LAID BACK GOOD TIME HOBIE ALTER SR
RELAXES ON HIS NEWEST INVENTION THE FLOAT CAT SIXTY

THE ALTER FAMILY SAGA CONTINUES IN THE WILD WEST
PHOTOS COURTESY OF SUSAN, JEFF AND LAURIE ALTER

1 -Thos4 Alters are at it again! They're
Elbsil<g new frontiers of fun, this time
ie>• ceIR-tor Paula) in McCall, Idaho.
11-h• Alter boys are still connected
wifh \later recreation, but their activities
of choice have broadened. With 300
lakes and two major rivers nearby, the
selection is superb.
Hobie Jr. recently completed his
training in white water river rafting, and
serves as a guide for tourists. He also
handles property development for HPJ
Partners, a family-owned business that
is developing a residential mini-ranch
project with minimum five-acre parcels.
Jeff says he would like to get his feet
wet as a river rafting guide, too, but
right now he and his wife, Laurie, are
busy with the incipient Hobie Outback
enterprise. The company manufactures
the fantastic new Float Cat Sixty flyfishing boat ( see the accompanying
article, "Hobie Rides Again") and other
fishing-related products. He continues
to maintain Hobie Designs, the company
which handles trademark licensing.
In addition to sailing and river rafting,
Jeff is into motorcycle riding competition
and fishing in the summer, and then
snowboarding and skiing in the winter.
14/NOVEMBER 042
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He also would like to start white
water kayaking.
Altered Deliveries
Jeff and Hobie Jr. are branching out
in other ways, too, as many of you know.
Hobie Sr.'s two most recent grandchildren are quite a pair.
Both Hobie Jr. and Jeff have sons.
( Hobie Jr. has two daughters, too.) Not
only are Hobie Jr.'s son, Scotty, and
Jeff's son, Cody, the same sex; they're
the same age - exactly! Scotty and
Cody celebrated their second birthdays
on September 8.
Jeff says the coincidence was
startling. "Hobie's wife, Stephanie, was
a month early. My wife, Laurie, was a
month late. Yet both delivered on the
same day!"
Sailing On
Paula Alter now lives in London, where
she is a management consultant. Away
from the racing scene for a while, Paula
is back into sailing a Hobie 16. She
trained hard for the recent 1994 IYRU
Women's World in La Rochelle, France
and it paid off; she captured 11 th place.
Jeff was at La Rochelle, too, for the

IYRU World Championship, but he is
finding himself too overwhelmed on the
homefront to stay as involved with Hobie
Catting as he would like. Although he
won the first Hobie 20 National in Tahoe
and placed among the top five last year
at Kiawah Island, he couldn't make this
year's event at St. Joe. He did have a
good excuse. There was a pretty
important scheduling conflict: the
Denver debut of the Float Cat Sixty. (Jeff
disclosed he would much rather be at
the 20s, "but don't tell my dad!")
Jeff and Laurie also have had to step
down from the executive directorship of
the International Hobie Class Association. 'It was a lot of work, but very
rewarding," recounts Jeff, who assures
members he will still be with them in
spirit as well as in an advisory position.
He is confident the new team will carry
on the vision. "I know they'll take it and
do good things with it - they're going to
do a great job!"
Now you're up-to-date on Paula,
Hobie Jr. and Jeff. Are you wondering
what the head of the Alter clan has been
up to? You'll have to read on to find out,
but we'll give you a hint: it's one hundred
percent pure pleasure and it floats.
HOBIEHOTLINE
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HOBIE SR. HAS A WAY WITH
TROUT AS WELL AS CATS.

GRANDSONS
CODY (FRONT) AND SCOTTY (BACK).

HOBIE SR. AND WIFE, SUSAN,
TRY THE SLOPES AT BRINDAGE.

HOBIE RIDES AGAIN
Introducing Hobie Alter's Latest Toy: The Float Cat Sixty

If you listen closely, you can almost
hear the clicking of wheels and whirling of
ideas being generated, tossed around
and brought to fruition. Where are you?
Inside the creative-genius mind of Hobie
Alter, the man who has transformed
dreams of fun into reality for millions of
folks around the world for 40 years.
Some people build vast monuments to
themselves, giving their name to office
buildings and stadiums. Hobie Alter has
built a monument for us all. The word
Hobie is synonymous with water fun.
And what fun it has been. Surfboards,
Hobie Cats, Hobie clothes, sunglasses
and other accouterments of fun-in-thesun-time relaxation, and now this: the
ultimate fishing toy ... the Float Cat Sixty.
Like everything else bearing the famous
flying H, something this fun could come
only from Hobie.
How Hobie Taught His Cats To Fish
Remember when Hobie Alter "retired"
with his wife, Susan, taking his newly built
dream boat, a 60-foot luxury catamaran,
up to Washington? Well, Hobie started to
do some fishing up there.
But heck, he realized, you don't
always want to go to the trouble of taking
HOBIEHOTLINE

a boat out on the water just to fish. And
standing on the shore gets old, too. OK,
you could try a float tube, but that gets
uncomfortable and cold, and the tube
doesn't move through the water
efficiently.
So Hobie got to thinking and tinkering.
He decided he could build a better toy
( after all, he'd done it a few times before).
Like everything else Hobie Alter touched,
this concept turned to gold, the color of a
magnificent trout jumping high out of the
water in the summer sun. And what better
way to catch that trout, and a few rays, too,
than in the colorful Float Cat Sixty.
Fishing For Compliments
Unveiled at Denver's International Fly
Tackle Dealer Show in September, the
one-person Float Cat Sixty is "what fly
fishermen dream of," according to the
promotional material. Jeff Alter explains,
"You sit on a beach chair-style seat (now
mesh, soon to be plastic) that is
mounted between two hulls. Your butt is
about an inch out of the water, and you
wear fins to propel yourself through the
water, leaving your hands free for fishing."
The Cat is made of high-impact,
rotationally molded polyethylene with

black-anodized aluminum crossbars. You
don't have to inflate it as you would a float
tube. It's lightweight, too, weighing only
about 20 pounds.
The back of the chair has a mesh
stripping apron ring with bags to hold
fishing gear. It's detachable. "When you
take it off, you have a Hobie Cat without
the mast," notes Jeff. "Kids love to play
on it, and they can't hurt anything
valuable because that's all on the ring."
The Float Cat Sixty's price is as golden
as the opportunity for fishing fun - only
$489 complete with all the "goodies"
( pole holder, stripping apron, etc.), as
Jeff Alter calls them.
Eventually to be sold in fishing stores,
Float Cats currently are made and sold
directly through the new Hobie Outback
enterprise in McCall, Idaho. If you're
ready to float into fun, give Jeff a call at
(208) 634-4450, and ask for his brochure
entitled, "Hobie Alter Has Taught His
Cats To Fish." bE-.
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Sileclal Athletes Discover A Brave New
Wopltl Of Accomplishment On A Hollie Cat

TOP LEFT:
SPECIAL OLYMPICS SAILING TEAMS
SHOVE OFF FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME.

The date was July 9, 1994. Finally, the waiting was over. The big day had arrived, and the
Connecticut Special Olympics Invitational Sailing Competition was about to begin.

TOP RIGHT:
SPECIAL OLYMPICS SAILING lS MORE

West Haven's Savin Rock area was ablaze with flags, banners and thousands of people.
Family and friends cheered wildly as sailing teams from Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland,

THAN JUST A LOGO TO NOW-SEASONED
HOBIE CATTERS CHARLES EKLUND
AND KEELY ROGERS.

Maine and Rhode Island lined up under the Olympic Arch and marched to the pavilion,
accompanied by the music of the West Haven Symphony Orchestra.
After Wendi Little sang the Star Spangled Banner, the Olympic Torch was brought by boat

BOTTOM LEFT:
THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS SAILING
LOGO MURAL IS DISPLAYED
PROUDLY ON THE COMMAND CENTER.

to the end of the pier. There, Hobie sailor and Special Athlete Jennifer Hotchkiss of Madison
boldly ran it up to the pavilion to light the glowing cauldron.
Donna Zettergren, a Special Olympian Hobie 18 sailor from Branford, proudly recited the
Athlete's Oath. The words rang out with deep significance to all: "Let me win, but if I cannot

BOTTOM RIGHT:
CHARLES EKLUND, SPECIAL ATHLETE,
AND SKIPPER BARRY BURGESS SAIL
TO A FIRST-PLACEVICTORY.

win, let me be brave in the attempt. "
After short welcoming speeches by 1995 World Games organizing committee president
Timothy and his mother, Eunice Kennedy Shriver (who founded the Special Olympics), West
Haven mayor Richard Borer thanked the citizens for supporting this event and sharing their
shoreline with the world. Enough talk; now it was time for the competition to begin.
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FROM THEIR FIRST SAIL, THE SPECIAL
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RONALD S. BAUMAN

RONALD S. BAUMAN

Fog Wins First Race
The Athletes and their coaches were
raring to go. After a brief skippers' meeting,
they headed to the beach.
Two classes were sailed. The Hobie 18
consisted of a veteran Hobie Cat skipper,
Special Olympics Athlete crew and a safety
officer. Each Flying Scot monohull team was
comprised of two unified partners, two
Special Athletes and a safety officer.
As the Hobie 18 teams walked to the
beach carrying their life jackets, gloves and
trapeze hamesses, downtrodden looks and
groans of disappointment prevailed. In spite
of all the preparation, there was one
unanticipated problem: the infernal curse of
King Neptune, FOG. The West Haven
shoreline was enveloped in a dense hazy
white mist. As all good Hobie sailors are
prone to do, everyone sat around the beach
sharing stories of how they came to be there.

the 1995 sailing venue, asking many
expected while teaching and working with
questions about Special Olympics sailing.
athletes with mental retardation.
After talking with local sailors, we
Each boat would carry three persons: a
decided to establish Connecticut's first
skipper, a Special Athlete, and a safety
Special Olympics catamaran training site.
officer, whose sole function would be to help
All we needed were Hobie 18s, a beach,
in the event of an emergency such as a
volunteers, and most importantly, a few
capsize or medical problem. The main
Special Athletes.
concern when sailing with Special Athletes
I contacted SARAH Inc., an area assois safety. A primary rule is when a boat sails
ciation for people with disabilities. With its
with an Athlete aboard, a chase boat must
help, we found four willing individdls who,
sail or motor close by. As a special request
although not sailors, were interested in '
granted by the state Special Olympics
learning to sail. Those willing people were
governing body, we used a Hobie Cat as a
- . chase boat, as motorboats are not allowed
Charles Eklund, Killingworth; Jennifer
oh the beach.
Hotchkiss, Madison; and Donna Zettergren
and Keely Rogers, Branford. They were.
paired up with Hobie Cat skippers Barry '
Burgess, Brookfield; Maureen Bransfield,
Learning On Land
Guilford; Steve Rosenfield, Old Lyme; and
Now.that all the details had been
Rob Dietz, Madison. All would operate
handled, training finally was about to begin.
•
undefthejwatchful eye of the Wild Thing
The first meetings, in March 1994, were held
himgelf, namely, me.
indoors. They consisted of reading books;
In the Ineantime, a letter was sent to
looking at diagrams of boats and watching
In The Beginning Ct-.3,1
Mabison,'• s Beach and Recreation Departvideos. We constantly emphasized safety
,
''\When my turn came, I related how it all
g,Snt asking permission to keep a few
and discussed what to do in the event of an
• started for me bac• on July 1,1993, when I /Hobies'on the beach for Special Athletes to ·
emergency on the water.
• was ds#ed to sail rity Hoble 21 ;Wild Thing"/
sail. Ille answer from Madison was an
Everyone learned how to tie bowline
Vn a dem• nstration with,@pscial Olympian/
emphatic YES, so with boats in tow we set 1
knots, square knots;'figure eights and halfAthletes sailing Hoble Cats. It was a ma• r
up"operation on the shores of Long Island \• . hitches. The Athletes certainly showed us
media 6vent'Teatu®g manyn,otable-s,
. ,.Sound, now home of Connecticut's first
old-time knot-tiers what they were made of.
inclddiqg Lowell Weidl• ;'governor of
1' Special Olympics Hobie training site.
They experienced very few problems with
Connecticut,Jhe Shrivers, feaeral'drid.stafe
the knots that they were shown how to tie,
congresspeoplerand.of:course:'666tanding
and after two or three tries, were able to tie
Special Athletes. The demonstration kicked
United In Fun
bowlines like a pro.
off the 1993 Special Olympics World
Before setting sail in this exciting new
Included in the beginning stages of
• \Games.
venture,.all volunteer skippers (or unified
training was learning how to set up a Hobie
"'We were so impressed,WITRTFie·sailing
partners, as they are called ) and safety
18. During the first outside session, held at
-• abili,Q'of the Athletes frorg Maryland, we\
officers were required to attend intensive
the beginning of May, the Athletes tackled
d,ecidedto.get something going in Con- \ seminars put on by the state's Special
boat assembly. A Hobie 18 was brought
necticut. I c6nsulted witli director Tom
• Olympics committee. Everyone needed to
down to the beach and everyone partook of
BarAfey and coihmissioAer Buzz Re nords of
understand exactly what was required and
the thrill of assembling a Hobie Cat.
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After the boat was set up and the sails
hoisted, cat tracks were put under it. The
Special Athletes took turns tacking and
jibing. This occasion turned into a regular
"Kodak Moment," with hands and feet flying
everywhere. Although the instructors
explained that these maneuvers were much
harder to do on land than water, the novice
sailors were still apprehensive, especially
when they tried on trapeze harnesses and
hung off the side.

/.

\

called over earl*The Athletes were in their
Jennifer Hptchkiss shared the enthusiam.
eloment, aboard Nast catamaran in familiar
"We were in good shape. In the first race,
weather conditions• -he first race was won
we had a godd start and that helped us win. t
by jennifer Hotchkiss.and Maureen F
I was disapg6inted we didn't race in the
&
Bran• field. Billy Church and Scott Buntillg
morning, but the win we had made me feel
took second, with Charli8'Eklund and Bakry•
much bettSr. 1'11 be practicing more to.../
Burgessboming in third. X.
-·imb• FogSmy sailing ability. I reallyyant to do
The win• ls remained the same»for the
the best that I can."
second race,'a.course number 3. Charlie
Jennifer's skipper, Mauipeh Bransfield,
/
Eklund/Barry Bu?gdss led the race froiR-start
learned from the experienpe, too. "The most/
to finish, with Billy Chu<ch/Scott Bunting
-\·important-,tblogjs.deg&lobing a rapport with'
again capturing second>Jennifer Hotchkiss,
the individual Athletes and making,sure.1/6u
on starboard, had a problelitonjhe starting
have trust and a common langua• .wMen
line with a port-starting boat, causing,her to
you are on the water."

Getting Their Sea Legs
The day the Athletes took their first sail
abort her start. She ended up in fifth. Skipper Rob Dietz, who sdiled with
was a very special moment for them, and for
- Special.Athlete.Keely-Rogers, said he
-us. Dressed in wetsuits and windsuits
provided by my "Wild Thing Boutique" and
Time To Meet Tile Press
believes, "On the water, everyone's equal.
We have a lot to learn from the way Special
other coaches, they all looked as if they
After the second race, the Athletes
were born to the "Hoble Life."
headed tothe·beachAn"Eager press was
Athletes compete. They want to win, but
they support each other too!"
The first sail went well, with no mishaps,
waitifidiS interview them. ."
\,
even though the water was COLD. It taks/ Charlie Eklund exuded happ,iness. He
forever for Long Island Sound to warm up. A
told reporters, "I only started sailing three
More Fun Anti Competition Ahead
training schedule was Implemented,Soon,
months ago. We were leading the first race,
The first exhilarating day of racing was
all Athletes and coaches were 51'tfie water
but we had to do an extra jibe, Which cost
followed by a gala clambake attendedby
as much as possible.
us time. Also. I had some probldms with the
1,700 people. Everyse.en]69ed bands, **
Like other newcomers tg,t< sport, once
81·'1!eyi.(• 1-fk).on the jib, but Ba• Y Said he
dancing and many'games, including tug-ofbecame very zealous sailors, spending
/
hours on the boats ea6h practice day. Thpy

Barry Burgess added, "The Athletes
-Thfevening was capped off.with a /
were all getting antsy and wanted to ggljn.--- - spectacular fireworks displ«• complirpents

sailing in upcomir,6 events. As the BlG'DAY
of the Invitational Sailing CompetitioK drew
near, each person involved eagerly awaited
this regat• pf immense importance.

was psyched then we won!"
·
·
Athletes returned·to their dorm rooms at
\....... /
-:/-

RisiAtiftTPHBrg3:1• ji• g • n • u• , on a
fog-shrouded bedch, all the fears that had
been pr• senttihagically lifted along with the
fog. After • hing all sailors good luck, 1
headed to the committee boat to prepare for
the day's racing.
Aboard the committee boat for the alpha
(Hobie) course was Jackie Griffen, a Special
Olympian outreach official, whose job was
raising and lowering flags during the starts.
Also aboard was Lt. Guy MacArdle of the
U.S. Coast Guard, overseeing his volunteers, and Mandy Bollen, Special Olympics
evaluator. They, and everyone else, were
eager to watch the Athletes sail these
catamarans.
:... Saturday afternoon was clear, with light
winds blowing at approximately 5-6 knots.
After listening to TV meteorologist and
weather committee chairman Dr. Mel
- . Goldstein (yes, Clyde, a weather committee
- this regatta had a committee for everything ), the marks,were set.
The courses to'be sailed were standardized as-pe.r.Special Olympic guidelines: 1SACF; 2-SABCF; 3-SABCAC; 4-SACACF.
These courses would be used for both the
alpha (Hobie) and«tile' bravo ( Flying Scot)
courses. Ten Hobiestand 13 Flying Scots
were registered.
The first race on alpha course was a
number 2. Quickly and skillfully, Athletes
jockeyed for a good starting position. The
start was as aggressive as any A-fleet start
in local regattas, with three boats almost
HOBIEHOTLINE

Ppofile Of A Tpue 111111111ep
The Connecticut Special Olympics Invitational Sailing Competition last July
served as a qualifying run for the 1995 Special Olympics World Games, but Special
- Athlete Charles Eklund, 45, couldn't have been more at the top of his form. Crew
Eklundandskipper BarryBurgesscaptured firstinthe 10-boat Hobie 18 competition.
Eklund made the winning look easy, and fun.
Actually, it was hard work, explains Eklund, who like the other Special Athletes,
is mentally retarded. "Pulling the lines is not easy. It's not easy to unlock them."
· Nevertheless, Eklund had a great time. After the.final race. he waded in to the
. shore, dripping with water and enthusiasm. "What a thrill those Hobie Cats are!" he
' exclaimed. "We were going 15 knots. 1 didn't want the day to end."
Day DeCIal'eli "Charles El{lund Day"
In a way, that day didn't really end for Eklund. In honor of his sailing achievement,
the Monday following the regatta was named Charles Eklund Day in his hometown
of Killingworth. Connecticut.
Upon recei9ing a beautifully framed proclamation, the Hobie Cat sailor displayed
' his great sense of humor, joking, "Thanks; 1'11 put this somewhere in my office."
The proclamation reads in part, "The heartand soul of the Killingworth community
. is measured by the fabric of the 'rl-lettie' of its residents and their personal
achievements.... Some residents just dream of things to be while others make that
dream come true.... They do not see the glass half empty but clearly half full."
Eklund's accomplishment is even greater when one considers how long he had
sailed before entering the competition - only four months!
'
Thewinner'ssister, Janet Hosmer, attributesherbrother'ssuccesstoattitudeand
. opportunity. "Charlie had a lot of knowledge; he just had never applied it. It all came
. together.withthis.ThereisnofeelingwiththeSpecial Olympiansaboutwinning. They
' are just so happy with themselves. The competition is on a whole other level."
Whatmakesa Hobie Catwinner?Skill, sailing smarts, thecouragetodoyourbest.
What makes a winner a winner? Top cat Charles Eklund knows.
"It's the fun of it. Winning isn't everything. It's the enjoyment that's important."
We can all take a lesson from Charles Eklund, a true winner.
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..« 036--Albertus Magnus• 254611ege
in,Hamden for a'
good night's rest. The next day's racing Was,
on the minds of hil as they dozed off
/
EXPRESSIONS OF JOY
Sunday brought clear skieS and a ,
//1
'· » weather committee.report by'Dr. Mel,/
1

'assuring more of thhame with good winds,

1

'. ..Zdouthbeh• i• • hgeundawyin• rsup th-e course'

Special Olymilic Comiletition Bpings

1 Out The Best In All Involved

·YAs the racers started, they sgiled by the
•
Bla'ck·Rearl, a restored schooner anchored
i
a bit off thepin'.'-KEriw had come up from
1
Bridgeport to take photos of the sailors.
Each crew demonstrated a lot of tactical
1
maneuvers that day. The lea'd cRanged a
j
few times, giving most Atliletes a chance to •
be in first place for atleast one leg. Sdme
/.
crews were on the tcapeze for most of thl,/
first race and all of,the second.
Watching each'boat cross·th'e.finish line
with the crew on jhe trapeze and a·hull in
the air was unforbettable: Jubilation was jQ-. / '
the air as crews • elled ai• d screamed when
their sail numbep.were called. After the
second race, competitors wanted to sail
more, but it was• getting fate and we still had
awards to distribute. . j
,
t

Words cannot express the joy and
enjoyment experienced to the fullest over
·the exciting and inspiring weekend .
regatta last July, but these heartfelt
observations and comments convey at
least some of the enthusiasm shared by
those lucky enough to be part of the 1994
Connecticut Special Olympics Sailing
Invitational.

Being There • s The• eal Reward

I , "The Special Athletes took to sailing
easily. They are better than some who
have been sailing all their lives. Many of.
the coaches got more out of t,he sport.·•
thlin they had in a long time.
Joe Manganello, Co-organizer anti
Coach
' ».
\
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Congpatulations

.

DIVISION I
Special Athlete/Hobie Cat Skipper
1 Charles Eklund/Barry Burgess
2 Donna Zettergren/Steve Rosenfield
3 Jennifer Hotchkiss/Maureen Bransfield
4 Billy Church/Scott Bunting

1
\

l.

1
i

DIVISION 11
Special Athlete/Hobie Cal Skipper
1 Brian• Worchester/Gerald Adley
2 Nic6le Ruley/Dan Flanigan
3 Keely Rogers/Rob Dietz
' DIVISION 111
'
Special Athlete/Hobie Cat Skipper
1 Molly King/Mark Chansky
2'Jamie Ondrick/Bob Ziegler
3 Ralph Gemmill/Ken Maragos

'

\

"They asked me ifil would sing the Star
Spangled Banner anij I said yes. Our
'
Ollimpics are a big,thing, you linow."
Wendi Little, Spbcial Athlet8 and 1995
World,Games Executive Boaa
Member
.

'1..- -11
:

To All Wmneps

Tom Barkley, Sp,ecial • lympics"Director of
Sailing, 202 Ashley Drive;.Elkton, MD 21921,
(410) 996-6252, FAX 410-398-2188. »ir---

I watched the Athletes' faced,glow in
the fireworks after an afte'rnoon.of sailing. 1
was proud of them, prou8 ofthe bity."
H. Richard Borer, West Haven' Mayor

• "The Athletes afe special people with-,_-'When,1 tbld a frienc• .about the sailboat
great qyalities - they are the angels.of
competition, he was surprised. He'd
our nation.
Timothy Shriver, Special 019mpics.,..1.-- .thought they werg just given sailboat
rides.,1'think the-casual spectator would
World Games Chairman
- be awed.bfhe ability of these Athletes."
"What do we say. Jamie? Safety first
I-MariBy Bolles, Sbecial Olympics
and fun second, right?"
-- --- ·-- Volunteer ·.
..
Nancy Morrissey, Safety Officer,
......»........., ...,...
"It's a tremfndousaccomplishment for
speaking to Special Athlete Jamie
thapeople here togetin there and 3\.» 036
Ondrick
compete for jhe games.'
"This event marked the first time we've .
Eunice Kennedy Shriver, Special
, ' ,
offered sailing on this-16961-and it:s
Olympics Fodnder
\
1'
gained great enthusiasm from the baople.-···
--Zllike competing in Sljecial Olympics. I
Sailing has a great futurejn the Special
Olympics."
.././
want fo-thank.itou again f6r all your hard\
Peter Wheeler, Spedial Olympits 036,. work by letting us sail Hobie Cats in
re'gattas. I also 6rn glad that other Hobie
World Games Executive Director
- 'sailors wanted to help as coaches and .
,· I simply thought that sports was the
bafdty officers. All of-you made one of my
vehicle to create opportunities for people
fondest dreaths'come true ... to be able to
with mental retardation and without .
sail, like my Dad."
mental retardatidn. Being on a team,
Jennifer Hotchkiss, Special Athlete

The crews we;,e so,excited about
competing in this £@g• ayathat all sense of
time disappeared. They had to be found
and brought up to the tent set up for the
medal presentation. It was much more
exciting to tell everyone about just how well
they did ... in the true Hobie racing tradition.
As is the custom for Special Olympics
events, the fleet was separated into three
divisions for the award ceremony. In this
way, everyone received an award. The
teams receiving bronze medals were just as
exuberant as the teams receiving the gold.
Participating in the event Was a major
accomplishment for each and every Athlete
who sailed in this regatta. What we felt
privileged to witness this weekend was an
accomplishment of strong wills and
perseverance. A• l,of us were proud to be a
•:
part of this special race.
,
Division 12 arid Hoble Fleet 136 stood
ft
strongly behind ttils veAtyre and offered as • ···
much support as was neaded. It takes a lotc
'
of time and strong comipitihent to teach
I
. \
those with disabilitie*aw to'sail, but if youi
have the patience, the rewards·are great. \
How great? Awesom'e enoughto share
*·1
my nickname. CongratulAtions, Spacial
Athletes. You're all "Wild TI'iings" in m• '• -,·---.2..... . ·- • .
book!
\
Any questions about starting a Special-· ·
Olympics sailing program can be directed
to: Joe "Wild Thiqg·' Marlganello, 576
Opening Hill Road, Madison, CT 06443,

whether you're black or white, rich or
poor there's something about being
on a team that brings you together."
Beau Doherty, Connecticut Special
01ymp i cs Executive Director·and
Inspiration behind the "unified sports
concept
..
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MAJOR EVENTS
MAJOR REGAI IAS

Championship

1995

·

Racer's Edge

TBA

Graham Lemon

·

IHCA Report

Hobie 16
World Trapseat Championship
Melbourne, Australia

Jan. 14-15

Tradewinds Regatta
Plantation Key, FL

Dan Lawrence

(305) 961-9364

May 14-20

Hobie 16 World Championship
Club Med, Huatulco, Mexico

Ron Palmer

(602) 299-0609

Aug. 11-18

Hobie 14 World Championship
Fohr, Germany

Foher Katamaran Klub

(49) 4681-1660

*Oct. 9-14

Hobie 20 National Championship
Fort Walton Beach, FL

Carlton Tucker

(904) 244-2722

· Regatta Schedule
· Race Results

011-61-18-052-656

* Subject to change

© Copyright 1994 HOTLINE Publications, Hobie Cat Company. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or part without the written permission of the publisher (includes illustrations, logos, photos, cartoons,
etc.). Although HOTLINE photos may show models or sailors not wearing a personal flotation device, this magazine and Hobie Cat Company in no way condone or recommend sailing without life vests
either on or in easy reach of every sailor, no matter what the level of experience.
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MIKESTRAHLE AND HIS NEPHEW,

.e

CHRISTOPHER, CAME TO THE 1994
HOBIE 16 TRAPSEAT WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOWDOWN WITH
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SSWI®B• ll®OBLEOW]
GUNSLINGING SAILORS FACE OFF AT 1994 HOBIE 16

TRAPSEAT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
STORY AND PHOTOS
COURTESY OF MIKE STRAHLE

Wyatt Earp's showdown at the OK
Corral took place in Tombstone, Arizona.
After winning the bloody shootout, he
moved to San Diego. Some 100 years
after that infamous event, a showdown of
another sort came to Earp's adopted
hometown.
Bullets once again rang out, and the
fighting was fierce, but unbloody. We're
happy to report that everyone who entered the San Diego shootout survived.
The battles were fought not with guns,
but on Hobie Cats. The San Diego event
was the 1994 Hobie 16 Trapseat World
Championship held August 29 September 1.
Each team was comprised of a
disabled skipper and an able-bodied
22/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994

crew. The showdown was more than just
OK; we done 01' Earp mighty proud.

RIUALS GET REttoll
Gorgeous San Diego welcomed
Trapseat competitors from Australia,
Hawaii, New Mexico, Florida and California with perfect weather and 10-14 knot
winds. Sailors raved about the great
hospitality of the San Diego Hilton on
beautiful Mission Bay, but make no
mistake: the big guns were here to race!
John Ross-Duggan, winner of the '88
Trapseat (and '77 Hobie 16 National
champ), prepared to face rival Mike
Strahle, who triumphed in '89, '90 and '91.
Strahle had been waiting six long years

for another showdown with his nemesis.
Now, here they were, right back where the
Trapseat competition originally began.
Also racing for all the marbles were the
division 2 qualifying teams of Michael/
Dave Lung, Michelle Erickson/Mike Lattin,
Rich Doer/Ben Carter and Graham
Lemon/Carl Strahle. Division 1 was
comprised of John Ross-Duggan/Daryl
Strahle, Mike/Christopher Strahle, Mic
O'Conner/Colin Duckworth, Peter Axelson/
Ralph Gutierrez and Jim Sasser/Carl
Strahle.
Racers had been divided into the two
divisions according to past record and
sailing ability. After two qualifying days,
the winners would go on to the gold fleat
and the remainder to the silver fleet. Then
would come the final showdown.

TNE GUN GOES OFF
Division 1 racers sailed out for the
opening battle. At the windward and
starboard side of the line, Ross-Duggan
and Strahle got off to a great first race.
Erickson/Lattin dominated division 2 right
off the bat, capturing first and leaving
Lemon/Strahle in the dust at second.
Division 2 racing continued hot and
heavy. Strahle was called over early in the
second race, while Ross-Duggan shot
ahead in front of the pack. At the windward mark, second-place Strahle got
caught by Axelson's starboard boat,
dizzily did a 360, and kept right on going;
tacking early to the finish, lifting a hull and
screaming toward the line. Close, but no
cigar; Ross-Duggan got the gun, leaving
the other gunslingers in the dust.
Speaking of smoking guns, Erickson/
Lattin continued their domination of
division 2. The second place Hawaiian
Lung brothers and the other racers
watched as Erickson/Lattin sailed to
another first.
The pre-showdown was all business
and not much pleasure for those who
would not make it into the gold fleet.
Ross-Duggan won again to make it two in
a row. Erickson/Lattin made it three!
In the last qualifying race for division 1,
Strahle struggled courageously, but RossDuggan blew by in another photo-finish
first. In division 2, Erickson/Lattin finally
gave the others a chance to excel. The
winning team savored their three bullets
and sat out this fourth race, allowing
Australians Lemon/Strahle their moment
of glory, with the Lungs breathing heavily
in second.
HOBIEHOTLINE

1,1.... .1
When the dust of both divisions settled,
skippers Erickson, Ross-Duggan, Strahle,
Lung and Lemon achieved the gold fleet.
Settling for silver were Chatreau, Sasser,
Axelson, Doer and O'Conner.

IMELL-01111UFIED FOIZ FINZIL FUN
The showdown slowed down for a little
R 'n' R between the qualifying round and
the finals to come. Sailors said goodbye
to their boats rented from C.P.Watersports and took some time to enjoy all
that the Hilton Beach and Tennis Resort
had to offer.
Some racers met for dinner in historic
Old Town San Diego, where the conversation was as hot as the great Mexican food.
Mike Strahle warned Ross-Duggan his
luck was going to change. "It's not luck,
Mike," was the cool reply.
Undaunted by the sparring conversation of her peers, Erickson reminded both
who had the best points in the qualifying.
"Prepare to meet your doom in the finals!"
was the gist of her remarks.
The time for talk soon was over. A new
day dawned, and the time for action
arrived.
The gold fleet went out first. Strahle
took the start, the lead and the race. True
to her words the previous night, secondplace Erickson bested former first-place
racer, Ross-Duggan, who ended up in
fifth behind Lung and Sasser.
The wind was at 12 knots by the time
the silver racers began. Sasser/Strahle
captured first, followed by Axelson,
Chatreau, Doer and O'Conner.
In the second race, Strahle and
Erickson continued their winning ways in
first and second, with Ross-Duggan in the
unusual and uncomfortable third-row seat.
Silver-fleeter Sasser led Chatreau on a
merry chase around the course until the
last windward mark. Sasser headed
downwind and watched Chatreau catch a
small puff and win the race. He missed
his tack for second, which gave Axelson
the opportunity to squeeze in just ahead.
Day one of the finals came to an end.
With two bullets in his gun belt, it was
clear Strahle had put the pressure on the
gold fleet. Meanwhile, down at the silver
ranch, Sasser and Chatreau had a notch
each.
The long-awaited showdown between
Strahle and Ross-Duggan was complicated by the fact that wily Erickson was
outpacing Ross-Duggan. In reality, final
victory was up for grabs in both fleets.
Ten teams pondered that thought as they
headed for their rooms to enjoy a long,
hot shower.
SHOIAl TIME
Has anyone ever seen a less-thanperfect day in sunny southern California?
It wouldn't be this one in San Diego, the
day that marked the Trapseat showdown
of 1994.
HOBIEHOTLINE

Mike Strahle had a special incentive to
win the race; he was sailing with his 16year-old nephew, Christopher. As in all
shootouts, however, sentimentality had no
place. Everyone was ready to gun it to
victory.
Hitting a logjam of competitors at the
start, Strahle fell back to a disappointing
fourth. In a flash, Ross-Duggan was very
much back in the hunt, capturing a first in
the initial race of the day. The wind kicked
up to 14 knots as Chatreau played catand-mouse with the silver fleet before
giving it his all for the win.
Ross-Duggan, Erickson and Strahle
had a chance to win the division 2 gold.
The final showdown took place with a
twist. Crew Christopher took time out to
sell a few Buicks. Feeling the pressure,
Erickson did the same.
At the start of the race, competitors
brought each other up and ran boats over
the line like a swarm of bees. As the gun
went off, Ross-Duggan was in the favored
position. The Lungs threaded the needle
to port while Strahle ran Erickson over the
line. Erickson went back to re-start (for no
reason - the race committee had not
called her over early).
The Lungs kept Strahle at bay despite
some killer tacks, while Ross-Duggan
enjoyed the lead. Heading for the last
windward mark, Ross-Duggan had a line
and tacked. The Lungs called starboard
as Ross-Duggan ducked them to keep
the lead.
Picking up speed like crazy, Strahle
showed up calling starboard, as RossDuggan was still to port. Needing the win,
Ross-Duggan yelled, "Hold your course!"
Strahle responded, "Starboard Duggan,
TACK!"

Ross-Duggan did not yield. Strahle
stuffed his boat into the wind. RossDuggan crashed into Strahle, doing little
damage to the boat but wreaking havoc
nonetheless. It was not a pretty picture, as
Strahle sailed off into the lead, muttering
something like "360" to Ross-Duggan.
Now the race was between Strahle and
the Lungs, who were quickly closing the
gap. Ultimately, Strahle squeezed out the
Lungs by sailing through the finish line to
capture the 1994 Hobie 16 Trapseat
World Championship. Crew Christopher
gave the triumphant sign of number one
in thanks to the Mission Bay Yacht Club
race committee, who had donated so
much time and effort to the event.
The silver fleet set off fireworks of its
own when a comeback victory by Sasser
tied Chatreau and led to a triple tiebreaker against hometown rivals. Sasser
captured the final race and the first-place
title.

IT'S ANOTHER DAY IN PARADISE, AS TRAPSEAT
SAILORS RACE ON BEAUTIFUL MISSION BAY,

FUN AND TENSION COMBINE AS SAILORS
AND SPECTATORS PREPARE FOR THE RACE.

0 --.

EUEIBIONE 51101rl9
UP FO12 FUN
The showdown was over. The partying
began. The San Diego Yacht Club served
up an excellent prime rib dinner. Race
committee chairman Ted Corbett presented the trophies as racers re-hashed
the previous days' highlights.
The next showdown will be way down,
as in down under. The 1995 Trapseat
World Championship is slated for
Melbourne, Australia in January.
Wyatt Earp won't be able to make it,
but we're expecting all the rest of you
Trapseat gunslingers to be there to show
off your marksmanship. We'll put a shrimp
on the barbie for you, mates! f.
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1• 9 Willie tile rest of the fleet was pushing off the beach at St.
ilosephA plibhigan for the 1994 Hobie Miracle 20 National
bild¢• pion• hip
on September 14, Enrique Figueroa was
Aittfngvothfs hotel room, killing time watching cartoons.
\31'Vwaarjt until someone noticed his boat was the only one
left»on 'thS beach that Enrique received a telephone call
asking if he planned to race that day.
Figueroa, a 32-year-old, multiple-class Hobie champion
from Santurce, Puerto Rico, had misread the sailing instructions, which stated the first start would be at noon but might
be changed to accommodate wind conditions. Racers were
advised to check the official bulletin board for schedule
changes.
Figueroa and crew Osvaldo Alcaide streaked down to the
beach four blocks away. As they pushed their boat into the
surf, the red flag went up to begin the first race. With nearly a
mile to sail upwind to the starting line, Figueroa crossed 10
minutes late, just as the leaders were rounding A-mark. While
he managed to finish 45th in a 52-boat fleet, he began the
series knowing his first race would be his throw-out race.
Figueroa added a fourth and third in the next two races.
But at the end of the first day, reigning Hobie 20 National
champ Carlton Tucker of Fort Walton Beach, Florida was in
the lead with finishes of 4-1-4.
As teams rigged their boats on the second morning,
beach captain Hugh Greenwald noticed one set of sails still
rolled up on the sand. When the mainsail was unfurled,
number 484 appeared - Figueroa's.
This time a telephone call awoke a pair of oversleeping
Puerto Ricans after a very late night of fun. A mere seven
minutes later, they were on the water and on their way to
winning the race.
That second call proved to be a wakeup in more than one
way. From that race on, Figueroa showed a mastery of the
boat, resulting in the fleet going into the final day wondering
only who would capture second place.
Figueroa posted finishes of 1-7-6 that day, with Tucker
scoring 3-2-11 after a tactical mistake cost him nine places
on the short leg from the last downwind mark to the finish. The
day ended with Tucker ahead by a thread.
NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994/25

the first sailors arrived, thewinds swung
to the south and southwest, temperatures
climbed to unseasonably high levels and
breezes rolled non-stop between 5-18
knots. Sweaters went back into closets
and shorts were thankfully hauled out again.
The only question was, how long
would it last?

Mipacles Never Cease...
To Amaze
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Tucker knew his lead was tenuous.
"When he gets like that, you can't do
anything with him," the Florida skipper
said of Figueroa. "That's why we call him
the Streakin' Rican."

Warming Tpentl Is Just In Time
When Hobie Cat Company announced
the 20 National would be held on Lake
Michigan, the news triggered rumblings
from some teams, mostly about sailing so
far north in September on a lake with a
cold-water reputation.
Actually, Lake Michigan's frigid
reputation is undeserved. Between late
June and September, the beaches at the
south end of the lake enjoy water temperatures that normally run 72-75 degrees. That's about the same as winter
waters off Florida and considerably
warmer than ocean temperatures with
which Californians have to contend.
However, while September air temperatures in southern Michigan are
26/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994

A Sailop-Friendly Locale

like a go-go dancer at a nunnery. The,
boats took the wear and tear of five
intense days of racing (with the
exception of one boat that had its
. starboard bow nearly removed ina

, ,

/2,1%:2.::2-6;4< frr.-

Hobie Cat brought 16 charterboats to
the event, including a red-hulled model .
that stood out among the rest'of the fleet • •

collision at A-mark).
A few boats had to make a trip
ashore, to replace a sheared bolt on the
jib Car. ( It wouldn't hurt for all Hobie 20

the first sign of wear.)
When the northwest blast hit during
the final race, these high-performance
boats started screaming with joy
downwind at speeds of 25 knots and
better, often leaping off the breakers
with three-quarters of the boat hightailing it in the air.
Sailors familiar with the groans and

_

hisses produced by a smaller speeding
catamaran would be amazed by the·
vastly increased, exhilarating noise level
ofa flying 20. Every strut, spar, wire and
weight-bearing surface adds its own
harmonics to the catamaran chorus.
The music rises in a heart-pounding
crescendo, lifting all racers, even those
at the back of the pack, to heights of
sailing excitement they didn't realize
could exist. It's a Miracle of sound.

usually 70-75 degrees, there's always the
risk of an early Alberta Clipper storming
down from the northwest, quickly slashing
midday temperatures to the 4Os; a
prospect that had race organizers visibly
nervous. And while it's rare for a September day on Lake Michigan to be windless,
a northwest front at this time of year can
rake any part of Michigan with 30 knots
for two or three days at a time.
A week before the event, it looked as if
the worst scenario might come true.
Daytime temps were mostly in the 6Os,
with regular spatterings of rain. Winds
remained over 20 knots, and nights saw
the thermometer slide to the low 40s. The
first blush of fall color appeared on the
trees. Television weathermen warned that
while there was still a chance for an
Indian summer, the really warm days
might be over for the year.
But the gods who watch over fools,
drunks and Hobie sailors apparently were
hovering in the wings. A few days before

Lake Michigan is to fresh water what
redwoods are to trees. At 306 miles long,
118 miles wide and more than 900 feet
deep, it is one of the biggest bodies of
fresh water in the world. Its surface area
of 22,000 square miles is greater than that
of nine states, and sailing here is the
same as being on the ocean, without the
eye-stinging, gear-corroding salt.
The lake is an attractive playground for
sailors, powerboaters and fishermen, who
seek everything from native yellow perch
and walleyes to Pacific salmon and
steelhead. Michigan has more boats
registered than any other state, although
its population ranks it eighth in the U.S.
By mid-January, much of the lake is
frozen. However, three-four foot surf is
common enough in summer that the Great
Lakes' surfing championships are held
each year around South Haven, a few
miles up the coast from St. Joseph.
The beachfronts are very much like
those along the Atlantic coast from Florida
to Virginia. They are ideal places for
sailcraft such as catamarans and
windsurfers.
St. Joseph is a popular resort town.
Formerly a commercial fishing and timber
port, it now draws summer residents and
tourists from all around the midwest.

Clear Fun Ahead
True to its friendly image, St. Joe put
on a series of exciting events for its Hobie
20 National guests.
Actually, the fun had started before the
hard-core racing began. After a day of
media and practice races, sailors relaxed
on the terrace of the Tabor Hill winery in
80-plus temperatures. They watched the
sun sink over the western r.idges in air so
clear that a hill five miles away looked to
be within spitting distance. It turned out to
be a great omen.
When racing started the next day,
midday temperatures reached 85
degrees on the lake and considerably
higher on land. Sailors who brought only
dry suits were roasting. This pattern
continued for the first three days of
racing. When the final day brought a
refreshing northwest front and high
temperature of "only" 78, sunburned
sailors blessed the relative cool.
That front also filled out the fleet's
meteorological dance card by providing
the first heavy-air sailing of the event, with
22-24 knots out of the northwest gusting
to about 30. With a 350-mile fetch after
leaving the shore at Green Bay, the winds
HOBIEHOTLINE

were able to build 5-7 foot rollers with
breaking tops that put a much higher
premium on boat handling and increased
the adrenaline level at mark roundings by
1,000 percent.

Many Sailors Believe
In Mipacles
Having a great time at this event was
Tim Stater, 30, of Arlington, Virginia, a
U.S. State Department employee who was
a relatively unsung Hobie 18 skipper
before he bought the Miracle 20 on which
Tucker won the 1993 Hobie 20 National at
Kiawah Island. On the smaller boat, Stater
was good, but didn't get much notice with
top-20 finishes in major events. He says
he loves the faster, more sophisticated
20, as was demonstrated by his sixth
overall finish at the 1994 National.
Stater sailed with crew Jacqueline
Peacock of Santiago, Chile, whom he met
while working in the U.S. embassy there.
She sailed a Hobie 18 with him in several
Latin American races. When a visit to the
States coincided with the Hobie 20
Championship, Peacock decided to crew
on the new boat.
"1've never been on a 20 before. It's a
lot faster than the 18, and pretty physical.
I like it, because the crew has a lot to do."
George Boone, 60, and his wife Judi,
49, own five catamarans. They raced in
six national championships last year. The
Daytona Beach couple usually can be
found racing about 40 weekends a year.
Their 10th overall proved the adage that
just because there's snow on the roof,
doesn't mean there's no fire in the boiler.
"We did pretty well until today, when it
started to blow hard," Boone said on the
last day of racing. "We don't do as well in
the heavy stuff. But this is a good boat.
It's fast and a lot of fun."
Alan Egusa of Manhattan Beach,
California also is a fan of the Miracle 20,
largely because of the sophisticated
control systems that allow a far greater
range of sail trim than most smaller cats.
"The 20 should attract a lot of people
who are looking for a very fast boat," he
confirmed.
Egusa and crew Bruce Fields finished
fifth overall after a frustrating regatta that
saw them bounce all over the scoreboard
from third to 48th. Egusa blamed the
inconsistency on himself.
"Sometimes I did some pretty dumb
things," he acknowledged. "Then we'd
come back and have a great race. The
one we finished third, we had to climb up
15 places after getting into trouble early.

Figueroa's Stpeak Begins
Figueroa, who owns a Hobie
dealership in Puerto Rico, was sailing for
the first time with Alcaide, an extremely
talented sailboarder who finished 26th at
the 1988 Olympic games in Los Angeles.
Alcaide has done a little Hobie 16
skippering, but by most standards he is
HOBIEHOTLINE
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an extremely inexperienced catamaran
crew.
"I like boats, but it's a lot more fun for
me to sail a board, so I don't sail boats
very much," Alcaide reported. "This is the
first time I've been on a Hobie 20. I really
like it - it's tremendously fast."
Figueroa added, "He might not sail
catamarans much, but he really understands sailing and he learns fast. It
worked out real well for us."

blame. "I was feeling the effects of a
headache and just made a dumb move."
Purcell was quick to shoulder a chunk
of the responsibility. "I should have said,
'Where the hell are you going? Why are
we tacking off?' But I wasn't thinking,
either."
The third day of racing brought
sunshine and air temperatures in the mid8Os, water temperature in the mid-7Os,
and southerly winds that started about 16

others. Nevertheless, he wasn't out of the
Michigan woods. The 45th-place finish in that
first race hung over his head like a threatening cloud, a constant reminder he would
have to eat every finish above that figure.

Tuckep Tpies To Rajn On
Figuepoa's Parade
Leaving the beach on the final day,
Tucker and Purcell were five points
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This regatta also marked the first time
Figueroa had sailed a Hobie 20. He
concluded, "I like this boat a lot. It
reminds me of a Tornado. It took me a
couple days to get used to it, but now I
feel pretty comfortable. The price is great.
You can buy it for under $9,000! A
Tornado costs $22,000-$25,000, and by
the time you get it rigged properly, you
can be close to $30,000."
Carlton Tucker and Glenn Purcell have
sailed together for seven years, competing in events around the world. Their
teamwork is virtually flawless. Purcell's
tactical savvy gives Tucker another pair
of eyes to watch for windshifts and
opponents' activities.
When Tucker went around the final
mark of race six in second place and
then tacked away from the favored line
and dropped nine more places on the
short leg to the finish, he accepted the
28/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994
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knots in the morning and diminished to 5
in the afternoon. Racing started an hour
early to take advantage of the morning
breezes.
This time, Figueroa and Alcaide
were among the first to launch. Their
timely start would prove a bad omen for
the others.
Figueroa won the first race, with Mark
Schleckser of New Jersey second and
- Michael Phillips of Miami third. Tucker
finished fourth and barely held onto the
overall lead.
Figueroa won the second race, too.
San Diego's Lyle Lundberg and Cindy
Margetts took second and New Jersey's
Wally Myers and Mark Santorelli placed
third. Tucker finished seventh and fell to
second overall. Figueroa won the third
and fourth races to make it a day.
Out of 10 races, Figueroa had won five
and placed third, fourth and sixth in three

AL: Mt'. -7- --

behind and had an 11 th place as their
throw-out. To win, they needed to stay
close and see Figueroa finish at least 16th
or below in one race. That meant Tucker
had to control Figueroa at the start and
either bury him or force him into a foul.
When the 10-minute horn sounded
before each race, Figueroa found Tucker
sitting on him like stink on a skunk. Each
time, Tucker controlled his rival and won
the start, but the powerful, 20-knot-plus
winds raking the course made maintaining that control a much harder proposition. In addition, Figueroa was too wary a
competitor and skilled boat handler to put
himself in a position where he would be at
fault in any penalty situation.
Figueroa was involved in a minor
collision on the opening windward leg of
the first race. Tucker escaped to finish third,
with Canada's Martin Fogh and Stuart
Crabbe second. Meanwhile, Figueroa came
HOBIEHOTLINE

back from what should have been a
disaster to finish first.
A passing rain squall stole some of the
wind for the second race. Tucker again
controlled Figueroa at the start (and through
a second start after a general recall ), but
finished only eighth in a race that saw the
wind average 11 knots. Figueroa was fifth.
The race was won by the Tampa pair of
Woodie and Shane Cope, with Lundberg
second and Egusa third.
As the rain pushed through, the wind
increased and was honking at 25 knots
when the final race began. The course was
a straightforward S-A-C-A-OF affair.
Again, Tucker dominated through two
general recalls. As the fleet came to the line
for the final time, Tucker took Figueroa up
above the committee boat and held him
there.
"1 figured that the best thing we could do
would be for him and me to finish next to
last and DFL. Then that would be my throwout, and he'd have to eat a 45th," Tucker
said. "I took him up above the committee
boat and just sat there while the rest of them
took off."
As the red flag went up, Figueroa looked
across at Tucker and yelled, "Hey, let's go!
They're racing, man."
Tucker smiled back and said, "1'm in no
hurry, Rique. I like it here."
Figueroa shouted at Alcaide, "1'm getting
the hell out of here," backed away and then
jibed around the committee boat's stern. But
as he crossed the line dead last, Tucker
was still clinging to him like a baby chimp to
its marna, slightly ahead and to weather.
"That's why we call him the Streakin'
Rican," Tucker said as he broke his boat
down after the race. "When he gets like that,
there's nothing you can do with him. We
made him start dead last, and the bugger
was up to 10th by the time we reached the
windward mark.
Both Figueroa and Tucker put on a
heavy-weather clinic in the final race. They
had blasted through the whole fleet by the
time they reached the first downwind mark.
By the second trip around the weather
mark, Figueroa had broken free from Tucker
and rounded in front.
The second downwind leg saw the two
boats slicing through 6-8 foot breakers in a
high-speed jibing duel. Figueroa managed
to open his lead by about another boat
length. He won the race, with Tucker a close
second.
The Streakin' Rican had added a Hobie
20 National Championship to previous
national and world titles on the Hobie 14
and 16.
And Tucker? He's back home in Florida
searching high and low for the perfect
Christmas gift to send his pal Enrique in
Puerto Rico. Perhaps an alarm clock
guaranteed not to go off?X-

St. Joseph ls
Full 01 Mipacles
BY BONNIE HEPBURN, 1994 HOBIE 20 NATIONAL CHAIRPERSON
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The Tabor Hill's Wine Testing and Grailig tour gets the
Hobie 20 National off to a tasty start.
Many great things come, in pairs.
Bacon and eggs. Love and marriage.
Hobie Cats and wonderful people.
Miracles and Michigan.
Last September, St. Joseph,
Michigan was the patron saint of
Miracles - of the Hobie 20 variety, that
is. The city and related organizations,
media and Yust plain folks" made the
third annual Hobie 20 National
Championship the best yet.
In some ways, it was a miracle the
race was held at St. Joe. Originally
slated for another locale in the state,
the event was drawn like destiny to the
area by Portage's Hobie Fleet 519 (Joe
Kuckenbach, Lori and Jerry Mohney
and their team). It was enthusiastically
supported by the Lake Michigan
Convention & Visitor's Bureau, Berrien
County Parks and Recreation, host
hotel Holiday Inn, Hobie dealer Wolf's
Marine, and the entire city itself. They
even broke a century-old ban on beer
at the beach for us!
The Hobie Cat event team and later,
the racers themselves, quickly
advanced from wondering, "St. Joe ...
where is that?" to declaring, "St. Joe ..
that's where it's at!"
St. Josepli Redefines
Hospitality
Our hosts got into the event with
both hulls! From the town's welcome
bags loaded with delectables to Hobie
20 painted gourds in each hotel room;
from the Tabor Hill wine tasting and
grazing tour to the delicious, surprisefilled lunches; from the beachfront
hospitality beer tent and the great fun
and entertainment at the '50s-themed ·
welcome party to the catamaran cavier
at the awards reception, the city and

ft
Left to right are Judi Boone, Sue Lindley and Mary
Searan, contestants at the '50s themed welcome party.
citizens opened their arms in exuberant
welcome. Even the weather was perfect
- another miracle for which racers and
organizers were thankful!.
The media fun race prior to the
regatta was a blast! Sports writers and
photographets who had only lusted
from afar had an opportunity to take a
wild ride on the power-hungry
performance machines, and did they
love it! The media went totally Hobie
during the race, with full TV and radio
coverage as well as front-page press
features. And, the city captured the
entire event on video, which we viewed
while enjoying a fabulous dinner at the
Mendel Center awards banquet.
Great parties - great people great town - great race - now we all
know why it's called a Great Lake!
To purchase a copy of the 60-minute
Hobie 20 National video send a·check
payable to Cornerstone Alliance for
$29.95 plus $5.00 shipping and
handling to Cindy Little, Cornerstone
Alliance, 185 E. Main St., Benton Harbor,
MI 49023-0428.

Thank You, Contributors!
Caribbean Watersports
Elliott/Pattison Sailmakers
Florida Sailcraft, Inc. Harken
042
Heavenly Ski Resort Hobie
042 Cat Company
Hobie Outback 042
Hobie Sunglasses
Midwest Aquatics Group 042
Patagonia
Porhammer Manufacturing Co,
Richardson's Resort
Roleez Wheel System Salty
042 Dog Marine
Spin-Cast Plastics, Inc. Thunderwear
042
TrenTec Inc. Yale
042 Cordage
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The Dreaded
Protest
How To Survive And
Thrive During A
Trying Process
BY WICK SMITH
Human nature causes each of us to
avoid conflict whenever possible; especially if we are unsure of ourselves or the
outcome. Of all aspects of sailboat racing,
the most feared and avoided situation is
the protest, and the requisite hearing that
accompanies it.
Some sailors ranka protesthearing right
up there with an IRS audit and the lecture
you got from dad the first time you came
home with beer on your breath. The entire
process can be quite intimidating to sailors
of every experience level.
The three major factors generating this
reluctance are: 1 ) lack of confidence in
one's knowledge of the rules and the hearing process; 2 ) a belief that the opposing
skipper in the potential protest is a horse's
ass; or 3) bad experiences with inept protest committees. The only item you can
control directly is your confidence.
This article attempts to take a little mystery out of the protest process. By the way,
although I usually refertothe sailoras "he,
let it be known that sailors of the female
persuasion are not meant to be excluded
from the discussion.
All rights and obligations of boats intending to protest are outlined in detail in
Section VI of the IYRU Rule Book. The
section includes a discussion of what has
to happen on the water as well as procedures forall parties involved onceon shore.
Appendix Cl is one of the best-kept
secrets in the rule book. It specifies the
exactprocedureaprotestcommitteeshould
follow for a fair and impartial hearing. Buddingprotestcommitteemembers, andeven
experienced ones. should study this appendix until it is second-nature. Nothing
spoilsaprotestandregattalikeapoorlyrun
hearing. The session leaves a bad taste in
everyone's mouth and reinforces the desire never to darken this particular door
again!
THE INCIDENT
Let'stakethe process from its inception,
the "alleged" violation on the water. When
two or more boats are involved in an inci30/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
1994

dent, whether or not a collision took place,
several things must occur immediately for
a valid protest to begin.
First, the skipper alleging another boat
violated a rule must immediately fly a red
flag(minimumsize: 10 inchesbylOinches)
in a conspicuous location, visually notifyingtheother boatof his intention to protest.
He also must hail (we call it "holler at,"
south of the Mason-Dixon Line) the other
boat, verbally reinforcing the intent to protest.
Both actions must occur within seconds
of the incident, to ensure the offending
boat knows he is being protested and give
him the opportunity to exonerate himself
immediately bydoingaturn(moreonturns
later). Many a protesthas been disallowed
because the protesting skipper did not
both flythe flag andhail the offending boat
immediately. The appeals define"immediately" quite strictly, and leave little room for
interpretation.
When you hail another boat, it helps
your case immensely to hail both his sail
number and the fact you are protesting. It
usually hurts your case and reputation to
add opinions about his parents' marital
status or his own sexual preferences. It
onlyaddsfueltoanalreadytensesituation
There is a little-known IYRU racing rule
regarding contact between boats. If contact occurs, at least one of the boats must
protest, following properprocedure. If not,
a third boat witnessing the incident can
protest both boats and both will be thrown
out, unless the protest committee deems
the collision to be minor and unavoidable.
The boats involved cannot decidewhat
is "minor and unavoidable." Only the protest committee can determine this. If one
boat accepts responsibility and does a
turn, no one has to protest. Serious discussions are taking place within IYRU to remove this "third party protest in the event
of contact" stipulation, but it has not been
done yet.
If one boat admits responsibility in any
incident, he must exonerate himself. The
IHCAStandard Sailing Instructionsspecify
he may do one turn. A turn is defined as a
360-degree circle in either direction, consisting of one tack and one gybe, or one
gybe and one tack. You have no rights
while completing your turn, so be sure to
get clear of all boats before you begin this
maneuver.
If you have to do a turn, be sure·to get
awitness. Youwantsomeonewhocansay
you completed your circle if the question
comes up later.
Until a couple years ago, Hobie racing
used both a 360 and 720 rule. Determining
how many turns the offended skipper

wanted became quite confusing, so the
rule was simplified to just one turn for all
infractions.
THE WITNESS HUNT
If you are directly involved in an incident
and want to protest the other boat, hail your
intention to protest, fly your flag, and have
your crew immediately start looking for witnesses. The vast majority of the time,
protests come down to one person's word
against another's. If you have a witness to
back up your side of the story, you are way
ahead of the game. You should at least get
awitness' sail number if notthe name, soyou
can track down the person on the beach
later.
The crew also should watch the other
boat to see if it does a turn or flies its flag.
Your opponent may choose to counterprotest.
After you have notified the other boat and
looked for witnesses, go back into race
mode! Many sailors get flustered when they
think they are fouled. They forget they are
still in a race. They might salvage a good
finish iftheywould justquitwhining and start
concentrating.
Even if the incident puts you well back in
the pack, you want to minimize your throwout score. It is the first tie-breaker if you end
up with the same points as another boat in
the overall scoring for the regatta.
The next step in a protest is to assess
what happened before, during and afterthe
incident. While continuing to race or between races, go over in your mind what
happened and why. Discuss it with your
crew to solidify the timing, distances between boats, and who was truly right and
wrong. It is amazing how your perception
canchange, ifyoudon'tobjectivelyevaluate
the incident and lock in the facts as soon as
possible.
The IHCA Standard Sailing Instructions
require you to fly your protest flag while
finishing if you intend to protest another
boat. You also must verbally notify the
committee boat of your intention. Check
the sailing instructions pertaining to each
event for variations to the formula.
If you intend to carry out your protest,
youmustbeginthe filing procedure forthe
protest immediately upon reaching the
beach after the last race of the day. Virtually all regattas state in the sailing instructions and on the announcement board
protest form location(s ) and filing deadlines.
Usually, you will have 30-60 minutes
from the time the last boat hits the beach
to file your protest. Sometimes, the committee boat arrival time atthe dock is used
as the starting time for filing.
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One key element of building your case
is tracking down your witness(es). You
have the sole responsibility to make sure
they get to the hearing. If you don't ensure
their willingness to testify, no one else will.
Talk with them and get an understanding of what they saw. If they are vague or
weren't watching the incident but simply
"heard alot of yelling and looked up," don't
include them on your witness list. If they
can add credence to yourside of the story,
give them your best sad-eyed, puppy-dog
look and beg them to help out by testifying
on your behalf.
Above all else, make sure you know
what they are going to say before you
stand them in front of the jury. Putting
words in their mouth is unethical, but you
are perfectly within your rights to preview
their testimony.
If you feel the statements are damaging
to your case, you are not obligated to have
them testify. Remember that the opposing
skipper can recruit them as a witness
as well. There is not much you can do
about that.
THE PROTEST FORM
You will not have much time to fill out
your form, so you must work quickly. The
first section of most forms deals with the
preliminariesofthe incident. Itrequeststhe
names and sail numbers of all involved.
Although it is helpful to the committee, you
don't need the names of the skippers on
the other boats. Sail numbers will do.
You also will fill in the following facts
about the incident: 1 ) time and place it
occurred; 2)conditions(wind, waves, current); 3 ) whether or not you flew your flag
and hailed the other boat; 4) your opinion
of the rule numbers violated and pertinent
appeals; and 5) other facts as required by
the particular form.
Now it's time to do a little research.
Begin bylooking atthe rule bookforapplicable rules and definitions.
Let's hope it's notthe firsttimeyou have
opened it. It's hard enough learning the
rules in a relaxed atmosphere. The
added pressure of a protest forces you to
be on your toes.
Start in the table of contents. It will help
guide you to the appropriate rules for your
incident. The meat of the rules will be in
Part IV of the book, so concentrate on this
section for most protests involving
two boats.
If you are not sure what to do, don't be
afraid to solicit help. Get a friend to assist
you in your research. Two heads are usually better than one. Your buddy doesn't
have the pressure of being involved and
potentially thrown out, so he should have
the cooler head. Take care to make sure
he isn't on his fourth after-the-race toddy.
You don't want his head too cool.
Determine the rules that apply to your
case. If you have access to a set of United
States Sailing Association Appeals and
IYRU Cases, you have awealth of informa-
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tion (some sayconfusion) atyour fingertips.
These cases are national and international
interpretations of almost every conceivable
altercation between sailboats. Finding the
pertinent appeal is the trick. The USSA
Appeals book has a cross-reference in the
frontshowing which appeals applytowhich
rules and definitions.
Appeals can be very helpful when building a case, especially with a less-experienced jury. Remember the old saying, "If
you can't dazzle 'em with brilliance, baffle
em with b.s." You are attempting to steer
them to your way of thinking. If all else fails
andyou arenotsurewhat ruleapplies, don't
worry about it. The committee will not limit
itself to reviewing only the rule(s) you list. It
will look at the big picture and make a
determination.
The next item is a diagram of the incident. Here is where a picture is truly worth
one thousand words. Using a scrap piece
of paper, graphically depictthe positions of
the two boats prior to the violation or contact; atthe pointof contact, and just afterthe
incident. Be mindful of the scale you use. If
you are attempting to depictyour Hobie two
boat lengths from the mark, your boat
shouldn't be one-inch long and the bow
one-half inch from the mark. Little items like
this can make or break your case.
Include all boats, marks and other items
that give reference points to your diagram.
Be sure to show the wind direction relative
to your diagram. It is more understandable
for all if you have the wind coming from the
top of the page.
Once you have perfected your drawing,
transfer it carefullytothe protest form. Neatness counts! Juries don't like to interpret
sloppy diagrams.
Afterthe diagram, fill in the description of
the incident in paragraph form. Be as complete asyou can, explaining all facts. Above
all, make certain your description matches
yourdiagramexactly. Ifyourdrawing shows
you were on port and your description says
you were on starboard, seeds of doubt will
be planted in the minds of the jury.
Yourformnowshould becomplete. Read
overitone lasttime foraccuracy and clarity.
Fill the form out in pencil, so you can make
revisions as necessary.
Yournexttaskistohand in the form tothe
appropriate person. Do not leave it laying
on a table or desk in a vacant committee
room. Make sure you give itto a responsible
member of the regatta protest committee.
Note the name of the person you gave it to
and the time. If the form is lost, you will have
a record to back you up.
You then need to find out when the
hearings will begin and in what order protests will be heard. Many committees hear
them in the order received. Your appointment may be that evening or the following
morning ( ifaSaturdaynight), orafterthe last
race on the final day.
Round up your witnesses and ensure
they will be on time. You are not responsible
for getting the person you are protesting to
the hearing.

At this point, you are on stand-by until
the protest committee calls you. It is a great
time to relax and do a little more research
into your case. After further reading, you
may find another rule or appeal that helps
you even rnore.
THE HEARING
Next comes the fun part: the protest
hearing. The bad news is the hearing is a lot
like a court of law. The good news is there
are no lawyers!
All parties are presumed innocent until
proven guilty. The jury will hear testimony,
question all parties, allow cross-examination by the "defendants," and adjourn for
deliberations. They will decide guilt and
innocence based on the the facts of the
case. The decision can be appealed to a
higher court by any party to the protest.
Approach the hearing with as much
confidence as you can muster. Your statements to the jury should be factual, concise, and above all else, definitive. If you
use words such as "generally," "about,"
"approximately"and"maybe,"youwillleave
room for doubt as toyour recollection of the
incident.
You certainly don't want to lie, and if you
are not sure of a fact, say you aren't sure.
But if you are, make your comments confident and precise.
Keep a cool head. Other parties to the
protest might say some pretty incredible
things. If you allow them to rattle you, you
will not be as effective. YoO will have a
chance to question and refute any statements made by anyone in the room.
Remember that all involved are recollecting thingsthathappened hours, maybe
even days, ago. They will be asked specifics as to the speed of the boats, distance
between them at certain points, and how
they gotthere. Many have not even considered these pieces of information until they
are asked at the hearing.
Remember the little exercise you went
through right after the incident? You reviewed it in your mind and with your crew to
solidify the facts as you saw them. The
othercrewprobablydidn'tdothat. You and
the other skipper see the situation in two
entirely different ways, or you wouldn't be
having the hearing.
The hearing should go something like
this. The protester and protestee are invited
into the committee room and everyone introduces themselves.
This is a critical moment in the process.

Youneedtoknowifanymembersofthelury

stand to gain or lose by the decision. If any
are skippers inyourclass, and would move
up in the standings if you or the other boat
were thrown out, a clear conflict of interest
exists.
You must make a decision at that point
about the credibility of the juror(s) in question. If you do not voice an objection about
a jury member now, you will not be allowed
to do so later. If you know the person and
trust his ability to render impartial decisions, you can allow the hearing to proceed. You have to make a judgment call.
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Unfortunately, there are not a lot of spare
qualified jury members at every regatta.
After the introductions, the protestee
should be allowed to read the protest form.
He is well within his rights to see the statements made and the diagram of the incidentdepicted bythe other party. Hewill be
allowedtoquestionallpartsoftheformlater
in the hearing.
If you are filing the protest, you giveyour
side of the story first. If you are being
protested, you will have to wait your turn.
Assuming you are filing the protest, you are
now on stage!
Virtually all committees have a set of
miniature boats to help re-create the incident. Direct your comments to the jury.
Describe the position of both boats from a
point 20 boat lengths back from the incident itself, using the boats as a visual aid.
Your narration helps the jury understand
how the event unfolded.
Once again, be precise and remember
the scale. If you state your boat was two
lengths from the mark, make sure the distance you have shown is two lengths of the
miniatures from the mark.
Describe in detail what course of action
you took to avoid the other boat, what you
were thinking at the time, and exactly what
you saw the other boat do. Do not fabricate
facts. If you don't know how the other boat
arrived ata certain position, sayso. The jury
should allow you to finish your statement
before you receive any questions.
After you have finished, the protestee
will be allowed to question you about your
testimony. A good jury will not allow this
portion to deteriorate into a debate. The
protestee may ask questions, not make
speeches; and the protester may answer
those questions.
Theprotesteefollowswithhisstatement.
Bring a legal pad and take notes. Jot down
anything he says you feel is in error, major
items left out, and questions you want to
ask him. Your questions will deal with factual errors and omissions. Do not interrupt
him during his testimony.
Once he has completed, you may question him on his testimony. This is when it is
helpful to have a little Perry Mason blood in
your veins. Ask him only questions whose
answers will weaken his case, not
strengthen it. Do not attempt to point out
contradictions in his testimony. Save that
for later.
Atthispoint, thejurywillaskquestionsof
both parties to glean further information
about the incident.
Next comes the witnesses, if any. Neither party's witnesses are allowed in the
room during any testimony but their own. If
the jury says they can sit in for other portions, respectfullycite Rule4.1 ofAppendix
Cl. Their solitary performance helps keep
their testimony less skewed by previous
statements.
Each witness gives his account of the
incident. The protester, protestee, and jury
areallowed toquestionthewitness. Relyon
32/NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER
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the same strategy used in questioning the
protestee. Take good notes here as well.
Many times, you can get a read on what
the jury is trying to determine by the questions asked. If jury members focus on one
particular fact, help them with your own
statements and line of questions ... if, and
only if, it strengthens your case.
Keep one key element in mind during
thisentireprocess.Asapartytotheprotest.
you have the right to be present during all
testimony given, and can question any
person giving thattestimony. If thejuryasks
you to leave while others are making statements, or you are not allowed to question
others' testimony, politely refer again to
Appendix Cl and remind them of your
rights.
Once witnesses have completed their
testimony, each party is asked to give a
closing statement. If this element is incorrectly omitted, ask to make one.
This is your last and best shot to persuading the committee. Summarize ( don't
restate) your case, reviewing salient facts
and applicable rules. Pointout appealsthat
shed light on the proper interpretation of
the rules, and highlight contradictions in
your opponent's testimony that cast doubt
on his side of the story. The protestee also
will be given an opportunity to make a
closing statement.
THE DECISION
At this point, the protest is out of your
hands. The jury will ask all parties to step
outside the room so it can deliberate in
private. This process can take as little as
five minutes for simple cases, and uptotwo
hours for indecisive juries. The norm is 1020 minutes.
First, the jury will determine the facts,
using the testimony and diagrams. The
fact-finding mission will include such items
as who flew a flag and when, did that boat
alsohail, whowasonwhichtack, whomight
have tacked when, and where any contact
occurred. The jury should sign off on the
diagram accepted as best representing
the facts, drawing one of its own, if
necessary.
The jury will decide who might have
violated a rule. If no contact occurred, the
jury could find no one broke any rules and
thus dismiss the protest. A more likely scenario is that one boat fouled another and
will be penalized with a DSQ (disqualification for that race). In extreme cases, both
boats can be found to have violated rules
and given a DSQ. Keep in mind that any
party to the protest, not just the party being
protested, ultimately can be penalized.
Once the protest committee has made
the decision, it will call the parties back in.
The committeeshould readthe facts found,
rules violated and by whom, penalties assessed, and grounds for its decision.
You may ask the jury to clarify the declsion and review the facts found, but the
protest is over atthis point. You may not like
the decision, and you maynot agree with it,

but it is best to shake hands, thank the jury
members for their time (you may see them
again in the future), and chalk it up to a
learning experience.
PROTESTING THE PROTEST
You do have two options to exercise if
you are dissatisfied with the decision. One
is the right to appeal. Either party can
appeal the decision to a "higher court."
In the NAHCA, the first avenue is your
Division Appeals Committee. Contact your
division chairperson to find out if this is a
viableoption. Somehaveacommitteeavailable; others do not. If not, you can appeal
directlytothe NAHCAAppeals Committee.
Several procedural items must be included in an appeal. Part VI, Section C of
the IYRU Rule Book outlines the requirements.
Any appeals committee that deals with
your protest will be bound by the facts
found by the original protest committee.
The higher committee can request more
information or require a re-hearing, but the
facts of the event are fixed. Your appeal
can be based only on interpretation of the
rules, notonwhathappenedintheincident.
Another option is to re-open the protest
hearing. Doing so is difficult, but possible.
If the committee realizes it made a gross
error or material new evidence appears,
the committee may re-convene. A party to
a protest requesting a re-hearing must do
so by 6:00 PM on the day following the
decision, unless the jury extends this time
limit.
DON'T PROTEST TOO MUCH OR TOO
LITTLE
I hope your experiences with protests
won't be too painful. They are a necessary
evil of the game we play. There are no
referees on the water to settle differences,
and no other way to ensure compliance
with the rules. If all sailors take the attitude
they aren't going to get involved, those who
choose to break the rules will be encouraged to continue their illegal practices and
drive us all from the sport we love.
By the same token, the last thing we
want is to have a bunch of sea lawyers
spouting rules and protesting at everymark
rounding. There must be a balance between these two extremes.
The protest procedure requires two elements to work: knowledgeable sailors willing to challenge those who habitually bend
or break the rules for their benefit, and
qualified juries committed to handing down
timely, fair and well-understood decisions.
Be sure and do your part to help make the
protest system work. X-
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(MAST FLOTATION DEVICE )
Patent Pending
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could Ibe fatal !

2. BIG SLICK ATV TIRES
Super-wide, low-pressure tires
that float your boat on a
cushion of air. Sharp objects
won't puncture them.
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ROLLS SO EASY"
EVERY CATAMARAN IS A LIGHTWEIGHT WITH CATTRAX!
- SAIl:ING IS LESS WORK AND MORE FUN -

t
11
111

042
Always ready to float
Low
042 profile
No
042 moving parts
No
042 service parts required
Helps
042 prevent turtling
Excellent
042
for rental fleets
Fastens
042
directly to mast tip
042And
it works!!
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$389 + ups

Malr 'ir[}illi• E
8 ft. or 8'6" beam
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OBalf VGRalm
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with Cra d/es

$479 + ups

A

extra support for round hulls
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0 Hobie 16 $88.00
0 Hobie 17 $93.00

•

l
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•

* * * SEE YOUR CATAMARAN DEALER * * *

0 Hobie 21 $95.00
COD (US only)

Add $3.50 shipping; or $8.00 if COD
Michigan residents add 4% Sales Tax
ORDER TOTAL
• CHECK (enclosed)

TIGER TRAX. POLY WHEELS

r .....·,94*·'.' i
- economical for firm beaches
2\Jk....1 ' 9:
t..
1 ·,1 :if $289 + Ups - same bearings as CAT TRAX

0 Hobie 18/SX-18/20 $90.00
*Please indicate modeI(s) ordered

0 VISA

0 MASTERCARD

NAAiE

f ADDRESS
'
S

CITY
STATE
ZIP
ACCOUNT#
EXP.
UPS Shipping address, if different from above (No P.O. Box numbers please)

or Call 1 -800-292-9777 For Information
FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC.
1601 NE 18th Avenue 042
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305

I
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--------------==---J
] MIDWEST AQUATICS GROUP
"... _.1 8930 Dexter-Pinckney

Pinckney,
042
MI 48169

(313)
042 426-4155

IHCA REPORT
Changing 01 The Guard
I H CA's Restructured
Executive Framework
Will Benefit The Class
And Sa• ors
BY RON PALMER
IHCA ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR

The International Hobie Class Association held its Annual General Meeting in La
Rochelle, France, on July 25-27, 1994.
Attendance was high. All regions except
International were represented; all manufacturers except South Africa were present
aswell. Increased support forthe IHCAhas
been pledged by the regions and majority
of manufacturers.
The IHCAhasbeenrestructured,toserve
the class and sailors better. The biggest
change is that the Executive Directorship
has been replaced. The duties of the Executive Director, with expanded responsibilities, will be filled by the Administrative
and Sports Directors working under the
supervision of the IHCA executive team.
The constitution and bylaws are being revised to reflect these changes, and will be
presented to the IYRU this month.
A great deal of appreciation by Hobie
sailors worldwide is due to Jeff and Laurie
Alter, who guided the International Hobie
ClassAssociation forthe pastseveral years.
Muchthanksshouldgotothem for keeping
it on an even keel.
IHCA rule changes were reviewed. Several requests have been submitted to the
IYRU. Afterthese changes are sanctioned,
they will be published in an upcoming
HOTLINE.
HOBIE 16 STILL CREATING
WAVES OF POPULARITY
Many countries have presented bids to
hold a future Hobie 16 World.
042
Mexico; May-June 1995
(accepted pending final contract
with Club Med )
Dubais;
042
January - March 1996
(accepted pending site inspection)
Mauritius;
042
1996
Australia;
042
August 1996
South
042 Africa
Italy
042
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Huatulco, Mexico, is the proposed site
for the 16 World next spring. The venue is
an excellent tropical location, featuring
balmy weather, good wind and excellent
facilities. Club Med, the potential host,
offers wonderful amenities.
Countrieswhosebidswerenotaccepted
for a 16 World in 1995 or 1996 are being
approached to host events for other international class boats.
The IHCA is committed to holding Hobie
Worlds for all boats. A 14 World is scheduled for Germany in 1995. Additional
venues are being sought for the Hobie 17
and 18.
The IHCA also is pursuing the selection
ofthe Hobie 16 asthemultihulldisciplinefor
the 2000 Sydney Olympics. The global
popularity of this boat makes itan attractive
choice.
To promotethe bid, we want to hold a 16
WorldinDubaisinearly1996.A16Women's
World is proposed for that time also,
making it the first women's event to be held
in conjunction with an open world event.

MORE NEW BUSINESS
Your IHCA executive team is considering the restructuring of regions. The goal is
to improve communication among Hobie
sailors.
In keeping with our strong commitment
to provide full Information, we have instituted a program of regular, brief releasesto
all regionsand countries/divisions. Thelongrange goal is to produce a regular IHCA
newsletter in multiple languages for distributiontoindividualsailorsaroundtheworld.
We would appreciate hearing from all
regions to determine their needs.

MORE OLD BUSINESS
The first IYRU World Championships
were held in La Rochelle, France, during
the last week of July and first week of
August. Disciplines represented were the
Hobie 16 Multihull(93 open teams and 30
women'stearns), J/24 Men's Keelboat(43),
3122 Women's Keelboat ( 19), Laser Men's
Single-handed ( 143), LaserRadialWomen's
Single-handed (52), 470Women's Doublehanded (61), and 470 Open ( 103).
This impressive and well-organized
championship series provided an opportunity to showcase the International Hobie
16. For complete information, please see
Race Results" in this issue.

MORE OLD BUSINESS
On behalf of all of us on your newly
restructured International Hobie Class Association executiveteam, welcome aboard
to many more years of opportunity and
camaraderie.
Happy sailing to one and all! 9

New IHCA
Olliceps
f
President
.Paul Pascoe
20 Charlecote Drive
,
Chandlers Ford,
Hampshire S05 1SF.ENGLAND
Tel/Fax 44-70-235-3711
Vice President
Gigi Moore
2317 Northwest 69th Terrace
Gainesville, GA 32608 USA •• . • .
.. • Tel/Fax 904-377-1100

'

Race Director
Paul Ulibarri
10559 Evanston Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98133 USA
Tel 206-364-9938
Fax 206-223-4276

·

Administrative Director
Ron Palmer
4935 North Calle Esquina
Tucson AZ 85718 USA
Tel 602-299-0609
· Fax 602-577-8486

,
,

Sports Director
Henri van der Aat
61 Alfriston Road
London SW11 6NR ENGLAND
Tel 44-71-228-6286
Fax 44 71-978-5736

Secretary/Treasurer
Shirley Palmer
4935 North Calle Esquina
: · Tucson, AZ 85718 USA •
Tel 602-299-0609
Fax 602-577-8486

:
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THE PERFORMANCE SOURCE

Since 1969, Murrays has been
that Hobie® sailors have turned to for

--*r-

"The Source"
"Solutions"
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related accessories and kits to meet your needs for

;.,• ,-1.
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"Speed, Comfort & Convenience".
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FREE CATAMARAN
64 pages of over 2000 products
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FLEET
222

DATE
Nov 5-6
1994

EVENT/LOCATION
Turkey Regatta
Monterey Bay, CA

DIVISION 5
FLEET
61

DATE
Dec 3
1994

EVENTROCATON
*Christmas Party
Hobie Hangar

DIVISION 8
FLEET
5

DATE
Nov 6
1994
Dec 3-4
1994
Dec 10-11
1994
42 Dec 11
1994

EVENT/LOCATION
*SAMS Race
*Florida Citrus Sailfest
Sanford, FL
-Key Largo Steeple Chase
Key Largo, FL
*SAMS Race

--I-'-I«

93014

PHONE m

... DEALER |NQUIRIES |NVITED

Rick White

PHONE •

305/451-3287

036-

042

036=

042
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FLEET
DATE
133 Nov 19-20
1994
133 Dec 10-11
1994

EVENT/LOCATION
Flamingo Road Challenge

INFORMATIONCONTACT
NAME
Robert Newland

PHONENO.
809/754-7840

4th Annual Xmas
Ball Regatta

Robert Newland

809/754-7840

INFORMATIONCONTACT
NAME
Pam Rupprecht

PHONENO.
904/443-7470

DIVNSION 15
FLEET
35

NFORMATIONCONTACT
NAME

- .- I.

,;20• ----565
684-8393
036,,.......«036,
036.-

DIVISION 13
PHONENO.
408/394-7661

. . .-Z*'5./.

042
FAX (805) 684-8966

INFORMATION CONTACT
NAME

-

i

• • *=*10*11AY'
S 1/|• AT,liSPOR" i
P.O. Box 492• 4ARitimRIA, CA 93014 •

P.O. Box 490

INFORMATION CONTACT
NAME
Alan Houser

r
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• URRAYS • • ATERSPORTS

DIVISION 3
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REGATTA
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IHOBIE •
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largest and most complete source for catamaran

1805 ) 684-8393

':

*

to their sailing needs. Call today to access the

CARPINTERIA, CALIFORNIA

..

DATE
Nov 6
1994

EVENTLOCATION
*Great Turkey Race
Pensacola, FL

INTERNATIONAL
DATE
Nov. 19-20
Dec. 26-30

EVENT
Essener Eispokal
Christmas Training Regatta

LOCATION
Baldeneysee, Germany
Hyeres, France

*Non-points regatta
HOBIEHOTLINE
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DIVISION 2
BLOWING DOGS OFF CHAIN
FLEET 3, DIVISION 2
LONG BEACH, CA
AUGUST 27·28,1994
HOBIE 20
POINTS
1. Fred Fogerty
10.75
2. Lyle Lundberg
11.75
3. Roge,Jenkins
15.75
4. Jeff Newsome
16.00
5. Matt Miller
16.50
6. Wayne Schafer
26.00
2775
7. Tom Delong
8. Steve Leo
34.00
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Steve Timm
8.25
2. Stretch Kimball
8.75
3. Paul Parizeau
10.50
4. Chuck Brown
17.00
5. Brice Miller
26.00
6. Jock McGraw
32.00
7. Ron Wagniere
37.00
8. Chris Lewis
37.00
41.00
9. Ted Undley
10. Dan Veenbaas
43.00
11. Alex Tschaikowsky
45.00
12. Jim Savage
54.00
13. Team Marval
58.00
14. Bill Dailey
63.00
15. Glenn Wadsworth
68.00
16. Rick Hankins
70.00
HOBIE 18B
POINTS
1. Alan Liberatore
6.25
2. Scott Mcintosh
6.25
18.00
3. Theo Overdevest
4. Robert Marshall
19.00
5. John Jansen
24.00
6. Chris Jernigan
26.00
7. Dave Power
27.00
HOBIE 18C
POINTS
1. Teri McKenna
6.00
2, Bob Garcia
9.75
3. Ronald Segerstrom
15.75
4. Derrill Whitten
18.00
5. Stu Willoughby
20.00
6. Rose Deupree
22.00
32.00
7. Don McKenna
8. Steve Chetimsky
33.00
HOBIE 17
POINTS
1. Brett Woods
5.00
2. Steve Kerckhoff
10.75
3. Tony Lucchino
12.75
1900
4. Bruce Fields
5. Jack Unn
22.00
6. Gordon Gracia
22.00
7. Ron Souza
31.00
8. Jack Meurer
40.00
42.00
9. Dave Crocker
TODOS SANTOS REGATTA
FLEET 4, DIVISION 2
ENSENADA, MEXICO
AUGUST 6.7,1994
HOBIE 20
POINTS
1. Lundberg/Margetts
4.25
2. Egusa/Fields
8.50
3. Newsome/Legge
13.00
4. Miller/Dijkman
13.00
5. Jenkins/Bainbndge
15.00
6. Skidmore/Susan
19.00
7. Olson/Silverman
27.00
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Thomas/Youngerman
3.00
2. Wagniere/0'Brien
6.75
3. WadswortWJulie
12.00
4. Clay/Twomey
14.00
HOBIE 188
POINTS
1. Marshall/Hallada
3.00
2. Jernigan/David
8.00
HOBIE 18C
POINTS
4.25
1. Segerstrom/Ramos
5.50
2. Garcia/Bonn
POINTS
HOBIE 17A
3.00
1. Brett Wood
2. Dick BIount
8.00
3. Teri McKenna
14.00
4. James Moore
16.00
HOBIE 16A
POINTS
4.25
1. Hauser/Hauser
2. Matema/Brown
7.75
3. Petron/Petron
11.00
11.75
4. Forgrave/Eldrig
5. Froeb/Nunes
19.00
6. Zittel/Nackel
21.00
7. Gantsweg/Barb
24.00
8. Zabaco/Ottati
29.00
9. Wells/Bums
30.00
10. Williams/Delgado
41.00
11. Hendrix/Gastineau
42.00
12. Mohill/Mohill
43.00
13. Perlmutter/Barbara
47.00
HOBIE 168
POINTS
1. Dixon/Scott
4.25
2. Kuebler/Christopher
5.50

HOBIE 16C
1. Speegle/Gassaway
2. Kocka/Fick
3. Landers/Spees
4. Williams/Laura
5. UncoVAnderson
HOBIE 16N
1. Robert Weir
2. Nichols/Nichols
HOBIE 14T
1. David Bethell
2. Bob Heyer
3. Howard Chase
DIVISION 7
BALD EAGLE REGATTA
FLEET 52, DIVISION 7
ST. CROIX, MN
JULY 9-10,1994
HOBIE 20
1. Randy Reed
2. Dave Popp
HOBIE 18
1. Dale Dorschner
2. Dave Glick
3. Brent Carlson
4. Robert Carlson
5. Dave Reese
HOBIE 17
1. Mike Baldwin
2. Norman Beattie
3. John Volksman
HOBIE 16A
1. Matt McDonald
2. Jim Sohn
3. Ted Jagger
4. Slim Johnson
5. Dan David
6. Mike Brindisi
7. Ron Swanson
8. Annette Jagger
9. Roger Taha
10. Doug Dorschner
11. Mark Condon
12. Lois Carlson
13. Bill Reed
14. Kevin Chase
15. Jeff Jackson
16. Wally Shuette
17. Ed Dixon
HOBIE 16B
1. Tom Padhajsky
2. Tom Tuchfarber
3. Larry Mulliea
HOBIE 16C
1. Tim Olson
2. Peter Farrar
3. Tom Garske
4. Wayne Bledsoe
5. Jason Howle
6. Jason Nickelson
7. Marcial Obregon

POINTS
6.50
6.50
7.75
15.00
19.00
POINTS
4.25
5.50
POINTS
3.00
9.00
11.00

POINTS
6.25
6.25
POINTS
3.75
8.75
18.00
18.00
25.00
POINTS
3.75
8.75
14.00
POINTS
7.25
14.50
18.00
18.75
24.00
25.00
26.00
34.00
47.00
47.00
50.00
57.00
62.00
64.00
67.00
72.00
74.00
POINTS
7.50
8.25
10.75
POINTS
5.00
8.75
16.75
20.00
26.00
27.00
32.00

DIVISION 12
MAIN STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
FLEET231, DIVISION 12
RAYMOND, ME
AUGUST 12·13, 1994
HOBIE 20
POINTS
1. Borchers/Christine
8.25
2. Greg Harwood
11.25
15.75
3. Dillon/Dillon
4. Smith/Mackeil
20.00
5. McCarthy/Mueller
25.00
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
4.50
1. Masse/Hebert
2. Sullivan/Sullivan
12.00
3. St. George/Dessanti
22.00
4. Mason/McDonald
26.00
5. Shanks/Shanks
31.00
6. Adley/Adley
35.00
7. Beaudoin/Beaudoin
36.00
8. Barber/Allegra
40.75
9. Coneys/Coneys
50.00
10. Kroot/Kroot
55.00
11. Erickson/Landry
63.00
HOBIE 17
POINTS
1. Andrew Efstathiou
7.00
2. Michael Garrett
8.25
18.00
3. Bob Pickett
4. Thomas Kustes
23.00
HOBIE 16A
POINTS
1. West/West
9.25
2. Mullen/Mullen
15.75
3. Archer/Archer
22.00
4. Pastore/Holland
23.00
5. Kucera/Hickey
27.25
32.00
6. Pierpont/Pierpont
7, Hedgcock/Hedgcock
38.00
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8. Bird/Bird
9. Gilmore/Madden
10. Wheeler/Bires
11. Small/Small
12. Thibodeau/Thibodeau
13. Johnson/Tobin
14. Snow/Collins
HOBIE 16C
1. Damon/Cox
2. Therrien/Michell
3. Sigurdardotti/Evers
4. Jordan/Touchette
5., Janssen/Gillis
6. Kruysman/Landry
7. HedgcocWHedgcock

49.00
49.00
50.00
54.00
58.00
71.00
84.00
POINTS
9.00
13.75
15.75
17.75
29.00
34.00
40.00

NATIONALS
1994 CANADIAN NATIONALS
OKA PARK, MONTREAL, QUEBEC,
CANADA
JULY 1·3,1994
HOBIE 20
POINTS
1. Pilon/Loignon
4.50
2. Collin/Turcotte
11.75
3. Piette/Ouimet
15.00
4. Davids/Elardo
24.00
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Slater/McCambridge
15.25
2. Rote• Roten
17,00
3. SheridorVOIson
23.00
4. Hopper/Xavier
28.75
5. Walker,Walker
29.75
6. Masse/Belanger
31.00
7. Proulx/Robitaille
42.50
8. Lambert/Menard
48.50
9. Borg/Borg
49.00
10. Gagnon/Choiniere
52.75
11. Deans/Broughton
56.00
12: Jones/Jones
59.00
13. Carrier/Carrier
65.75
14. Sullivan/Sullivan
79.00
15. Deming/Deming
81.00
16. Cobbett/Warwick
82.00
17. Lepage/Chateauven
88.00
18. Robitaille/Robitaille
91.00
19. Watkins/Hamel
97.00
20. Hamel/Hamel
107.00
HOBIE 188
POINTS
4.50
1. Thomas/Comstock
2. Varden/Varden
14.00
3. Cowden/Flewelling
15.00
HOBIE 17
POINTS
1. Paul Gartick
14.25
2. Michael Garrett
16.00
3. Kathryn Garlick
19.50
4. John Sherm
32.00
5. Clive War'wick
34.00
6. Tom Koreniewski
35.00
7. Chris Ufton
36.75
47.75
8. Kendall Stackhouse
9. Jeremy MacLaverty
48.00
10. Roger• White
50.00
11. Gerard Blam
65.00
12. Jim Robertson
74.00
13. Gordon Martin
74.00
14. Michel Pigeon
75.00
76.00
15. David MacHardy
16. Peter Mazerolle
79.00
17. Charles Smith
79.00
18. Mark Hendren
84.00
19. John Brake
91.00
20. Bruce Hodgins
103.00
HOBIE 16A
POINTS
1. Glanden/Glanden
16.50
2. McCartv/Smith
20.50
3. Bass/Wintemitz
28.75
4. Jeffers/MacHardy
28.75
5. Martin/Howard
30.00
6. Magin/Magin
33.75
7. 0'Connor/Pasitre
39.00
8. Koreniewski/Geremia
40.00
9. Jerry/Holmes
40.00
10. Uebet/Last
41.00
11. Dixon/Dixon
49.00
12. Anderson/C)'Connor
63.00
13. Worth/Whitear
75.00
14. Garand/Garand
83.00
15. Sheeny/Sheeny
85.00
16. Litillier/Lafteur
86.00
17. Burwell/Ina
95.00
HOBIE 168
POINTS
8.25
1. Duley/Obrian
2. Archer/Archerjackson
9.25
3. Pea#Giallinger
16.00
4. Foucault/Buteau
19.75
1994 HOBIE MIRACLE 20 NATIONAL
ST. JOSEPH, MI
SEPT. 13·17,1994
HOBIE 20
POINTS
1. Figueroa/Alcaide
32.50
2. Tucker/Purcell
40.50
68.00
3. Lundberg/Margetts
4. Pitt/Thomas
93.75
5. Egusa/Fields
107.00
113.75
6. Stater/Peacock
7. Leo/Nacket
117.00

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Jenkins/Legge
NewkirleJohnson
Boone/Boone
Parizeau/Youngerman
Marshack/Marshack
Cope/Cope
Brown/Bates
Myers/Santorelli
MacConnell/MacConnell
Stater/Spoto
CooperucLoed
Phillips/Lohmeyer
Roten/Roten
Schleckser/Wingender
Dunn/Scott
Mondragon/Searan
Pilon/Loignon
FogWCrabbe
McVeigh/McVeigh
Popp/Sontag
Frahm/Bass
Ufton/Borg
Cutillo/Douglas
Olson/Sheridan
Howes/Howes
Lindley/Lindley
McCarthy/Mueller
Kwasniewski/Kwasniewski
Burling/Mystery Crew
Bernier/Stacy
Schafer/Glawitsch
Sullivan/Pfeifer
Reed/Reed
Keysor/Lovel
Heathcote/Koshar
Fischer/Fazio
Grinstead/Grinstead
Isco/Carter
Briggs/Cifelli
Miller/Peter
Smith/Shankland
Miller/Kletke
Ladd/Rubino
Dabrowski/Terry
Zenke/Theis

119.15
147.00
148.75
158.00
166.00
167.75
171.92
172.00
178.00
209.00
238.00
240.00
245.00
263.00
264.00
267.00
273.00
276.00
288.40
304.00
318.00
332.00
343.00
355.00
356.00
368.00
372.00
382.00
392.00
404.00
407.00
407.00
412.00
417.00
422.00
423.00
455.00
455.00
457.00
502.00
514.00
517.00
519.00
524.00
551.00

INTERNATIONAL
IYRU WORLD SAELING
CHAMPIONSHIP
LA ROCHELLE, FRANCE
JULY 26-AUGUST 7,1994
FINALS
SKIPPER/CREW
COUNTRY POINTS
1.Figueroa/Matatrasi
PA
13.00
2.Dodds/Arnold
RSA
35.00
3.Ferry/Alison
RSA
39.00
BRA
39.00
4.Cardoso/DaFonte
5.Myers/Santorelli
USA
55.00
6.ManvisNan De Bunt NED
63.00
RSA
65.00
7.Edwards/Edwards
8.Bundock/Bundock
AUS
68.00
9.Griesmeyer/Canepa ITA
78.00
10.Worrall/Jones
AUS
84.00
WOMEN'S FINALS
SKIPPER/CREW
COUNTRY POINTS
1.Ireland/Tanner
AUS
12.00
2.Klaase/Brache
RSA
25.00
3.Holman/Herald
RSA
34.00
4.Korzeniewski/Geremia USA
41.00
5.Mercier/Maby
FRA
45.00
6.Tully/Tully
USA
51.00
7.Begaud/D'Oncieu
FRA
59.00
8.Bertini/DiMaio
ITA
64.00
9.Delory/Chauve
FRA
66.00
10.Howard/Davidson
CAN
67.00
WORLDS
1994 WORLD HOBIE 16 TRAPSEAT
CHAMPIONSHIP
SAN DIEGO, CA
AUGUST 29-SEPT. 1,1994
QUALIFYING
COUNTRY POINTS
1.Erickson/Lattin
USA
2.75
2.Ross-Duggarerahle USA
2.75
3.Strahle/Strahle
USA
4.75
4.Lung/Lung
USA
7.00
5.Lemon/Strahle
AUS
7.75
6.Chatreau/Strahle
USA
9.50
7.Axelson/Gutierrez
USA
10.00
8.Sasser/Strahle
USA
10.00
9.Doer/Carter
USA
12.00
10.0'Conner/Duckworth AUS
14.00
GOLD FLEET
COUNTRY POINTS
1.Strahle/Strahle
USA
2.75
2.Ross-Duggan/Strahle USA
6.75
3.Lung/Lung
USA
7.00
4.Erickson/Lattin
USA
7.00
5.Lemon/Strahle
AUS
10.00
SILVER FLEET
COUNTRY POINTS
1.Sasser/Strahle
USA
3.50
2.ChatreaWStrahle
USA
3.50
3.Axelson/Gutierrez
USA
7.00
4.Doer/Carter
USA
11.00
5.0'ConneNDuckworth AUS
14.00

*Non-points regatta
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The surface area of the cradles is large enough to protect hulls and
secure catamaran; rarely does Cateez need to be tied to shroud.
Counter-balanced cradles are standard on all Cateezes. Disassembles
in seconds without tools for placing in a compact car trunk or back
seat. Cateezes with the new cradles and the special patented soft
plastic pneumatic wheels (2-3 lbs. of air) will outperform all other
dollies in soft sand, mud or rocky terrain. WE GUARANTEE IT!!
Cateez

$389 + S&H
(all Hobies except Hobie 21)
Cateez Plus $439 + S&H (Hobie 21)
Cradles only $129+ S&H
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042WaveRunners

042Jetskis
r
- d:J.
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042i
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042Windsurfing
042SNUBA
underwater Tours

:II

042Paddleboats

Kayaks
042
Total package price $398. Taxes included. Two guests per room. Exp. Dec. 18, '94
2 Nights, 3 Days of Sailing Longer
042 stays available.
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MAST·CADDIE®
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The HS-1. versatile in snlit suede and foam-backed
mesn, ts m nome In Ine worsi sailing conomons.
The HS-2. the ultimate sailint, shoe. is made of
microporous symmu mmner ana oiters superB
comfort, fraction anti support.
• oth of these too performers have features thatwillmake
them your I,rsi cnoice in footwear. Features like flexible
sales with the'TRS Svstem". a tri-radial sipe pattern that
disperses water w prevent nyaroplaning.
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TAKE THE GUESS WORK OUT
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We have the ideal way to transport your
mast and boon·L Stern or bow interlocking
carriers clamp on securely and remove
easily. Available for all Hobies. Made of
potypro, stainless. Safety tie not included,
but recommended.
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MIDWEST AQUAnCS
MURRAY'S MARINE DIST
8930 DEXTER·PINCKNEY or P.O. BOX 490
PINCKNEY, MI 48169
CARPINTERA, CA 93013
(313) 426-4155
(805) 684-5446

i

I

..................One Year Warranty..............
STERN CADDIE
BOW CADDIE
MCCH Hobie 14.16.17 18 only $54.95
042
MCCB
042 w/trailer bracket only $46.95

· MCCHM Hobie 20 only $56.95
· MCCH21 Hobie 21 only $79.95
* Please indicate model(s) ordered:
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OF TRANSPORTING
YOUR MRST

042
MCCNR Hobie Sport only $54 95

1251 E. Wisconsin Ave., Pewaukee, WI 53072
Tel: (414) 691-3320 Fax:
042 (414) 691-3008

042Three
Restaurants
042Tennis
Courts
Parasailing
042

0, .

The portable

Ask for them at your favorite marine store.

Private
042 Sandy Beach
042Two
pools jacuzzi
042

0, .

• The Go Ant'where Wheel"

To Optlep Call (800) 369-1390

·
".

8Leez
./. 03.'E 254• 9'S• :1

ROLEEZ WHEEL SYSTEM®
5711A Sellger Drive, Norfolk, VA 23502 FAX
042804-461-0383
Dealer inquiries invited VA
042Residents add 4.5% sales tax
UPS, COD, VISA, MasterCard Prices
042 subject to change without notice.

·
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NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
Account number

· MCCBX w/o tri bracket only $34.95
MCCBH21 Hobie 21 only $49.95
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER or order direct
Shipped via UPS (No P.O. Box #'s please!)
· COD (US only)
Please
· CHECK enclosed
circle one
· MSA ·MASTERCARD
STATE

ZIP
Exp.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
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Jan/Feb Rules for the Beginner
Rudder Maintenance
Nov/Dec Sailing Strategy
Reefing the 18 - Heavy Air
Mar/Apr Flying the Magnum Blocks
Jul/Aug Tuning the 14
Mar/Apr From Last to First
18 Performance
Jul/Aug Hobie 14 Tips
Regatta Management
May/Jun Inside Hobie Hulls
Jul/Aug 21 Spinnaker Tips
Sep/Oct Notes for 16 Performance
Nov/Dec New Sailor Dictionary
Successful Trapezing
Mar/Apr Hobie 18 Tuning
Jul/Aug You Just Bought a Hobie. Now
What?
Mar/Apr Spinnaker Pole vs. Bridle
Jul/Aug Sport Cat
Anatomy of an 18
Nov/Dec 16 Setup & Tuning
Jan/Feb Boat Refurbishing
Sep/Oct Setting Your Sights to Win
Nov/Dec Hobie 16- Part 1: Setup
Jan/Feb Hobie 16 - Part 2: Tuning
Mar/Apr Hobie 16 - Part 3: Sailing
May/Jun Hobie 20: Setup, Tuning
Jul/Aug Sail Camping
Starting Techniques
Sep/Oct Rick White, Tuning: Part 1
Heavy Air Sailing
Nov/Dec Rick White, Tuning: Part 2
Boat Speed
Jan/Feb Rick White, Tuning: Part 3
Downwind Tactics
Mar/Apr Sail Shape & Boat Speed
May/Jun Hot New Sport Cruiser
Sailing Ocean Waves
Jul/Aug Light Air Sailing: Part 1
Sep/Oct Light Air Sailing: Part 2
Downhaul Systems
Nov/Dec 25th Anniversary Scrapbook
IYRU Rules: Part 1
Jan/Feb IYRU Rules: Part 2
Crewing the Hobie 20
Mar/Apr Singlehanding a 16
IYRU Rules: Part 3
MayNun Boat, Skipper & Crew Weights
Easier Sail Hoisting
July/Aug Upwind Boat Handling
Sailing Off the Beach
Trapeze Harnesses and
Righting Systems
Sept/Oct Mast Stepping
Portsmouth Handicap System

PRICE: $4.25 per Issue (Foreign: $6.25). Circle
desired Issues. CA residents add 7% sales tax.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIp

Mail form along with a check or money
order to: HOTLINE Back Issues
P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92051.
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draft. The maximum point of draft also is
known asthe place in which the pocket is
located; usually, that is about 40 percent
from the frontof themainsail. Measurethe
length of the batten and multiply that
figure by 40 percent to determine where
maximum draft should be.
The location point can be argued. The
discussionshouldtakeinto consideration
such things as jib overlap, crew weight,
wind velocity, sea conditions and
sailmaker preference. For example, with
maximum draft fartheraft, downwind sailing performance is increased. Moving
the draft forward helps increase
upwind speed.
In addition to batten stiffness, draft
location plays a role in boat speed. Stiffer
battens flatten the sail, which is better for
heavy winds and also increases pointing
ability. Flexible battens allow a deeper
pocket, extracting more power from the
wind but hurting your pointing ability.
As you can well imagine, a sailmaker
mustmakealotofcompromisesinselecting a setof battens. Racing hotshots, who
have as much money as brains, carry a
few sets of battens, enabling the sail to be
set up for any type of wind condition.
Proper batten selection provides a
slight advantage, if the sailor happens to
guess correctly about wind and sea conditions. Conversely, an incorrect assessmentofsailingconditions, andourhotshot
sailors getstheircollective butts beat, but
at leastthey havean instantexcuse, wrong
damn battens.
Besides flexing in the right location,
the battens also must flex the same, even
though they become shorter near the top
of the sail. For example, try to bend a twofoot, wood two-by-four; not an easy task.
Now, take a 16-foottwo-by-four; the bending becomes a lot easier.
Battens operate in the same way. The
short battens at the top of the sail are
much harder to bend than the long battensatthebottom. All battensshouldtake
the same pressure to bend, meaning the
top battens must be more flexible than
the bottom battens, to induce the same
pocket with the same amount of pressure. Thatiswhythinnerorheavilysanded
battens are located atthe top of the sails.
Combining flexibility with draft location and shaping a set of battens by
sanding can be quite time-consuming
and nasty. You probably will trash a few
battens. Figureyou willlose atleastonein
your quest for the perfect batten, as the
factoryneverseemsto sand all battens to
an individual's preference.
Sailors who go to all this trouble with
battens usually buy an extra, longer batten and move the rest up one batten
pocket, to sand and shape them to their
personal taste. All this time you thought
you could juststuff 'emand sail! Oncethe
battens are shaped, tension is next.

PAY ATTENTION TO TENSION
The sailmaker puts the shape in the
sail, but it can be inhibited or enhanced
by batten tension. Some sails work just
fine with little or no tension. Others require the battens to be really stuffed.
The bottom line is, the tighter the battens, the more draft in the sail. More draft
means more power, but less pointing ability.
Crew weight, sailing style, wind and
seaconditions should dictatetbeamount
of draft you want, which to a small degree
is controlled by batten tension. To complicate the issue further, battens should
be compressed less as they get shorter.
Indexed labels called draft gauges
have predetermined marks to compress
the battens consistently over the entire
sail, taking some of the guesswork out of
the situation. Usually, onlythe most dedicated sailors have any interest at all in
this batten explanation, anyway.
Explanations often result in the creation of questions; sorry 'bout that, but
are not questions the origin of learning?
Never mind.

IN THE MAIN
Mainsail outhaul, which is adjusted on
the boom, changes the amount of draft in
the lower 40 percent of the sail, give or
take a few percent. The more tension put
ontheouthaul, the flatterthe bottom ofthe
sail gets. This scenario's better for heavy
winds or upwind sailing.
For reaching and downwind speed, a
little less outhaul results in a fuller sail;
translation: more power. Simplistically
speaking, downhaul tension should be
relative to mainsheet tension. As the
mainsheet is tensioned, so should bethe
downhaul. Downhaul flattens the sail for
going upwind, also moving the maximum
pointof draft forward, enhancing pointing
ability and depowering the rig.
This adjustment is very important, although it is commonly overlooked.
Downhaul is especially significant on the
Hobie 20, which has a great deal of purchase, mucho pullies, on the downhaul.

UNITED YOU SAIL
Simplifying thetraveler and mainsheet
explanation, the Itwo should be used in
unison, sothey keep the mainsail aligned
with the wind. The boom and sail are kept
approximatelyparalleltothe relativewind
over the entire height of the sail.
The top of the sail does see a little
greater velocity of wind deriving from
slightlymoretotheside, sothe sailshould
twistslightlytoaccommodatethischange.
Sailmakersusingvoodoo, nol didn'tmean
video, make the sail twist off automaticallybydesign.Tensioningthemainsheet
will flatten the sail; over-tensioning will
cause the sail to stall. Ar..
HOBIEHOTLINE
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